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Executive Summary
®

®

This document is a deployment guide for designing and deploying NetApp SnapMirror
Async in a customer environment. It describes replicating data to a NetApp destination system
by using NetApp SnapMirror technology. As always, please refer to the latest technical
®
publications on the NetApp Support site (formerly the NOW site) for updates on processes,
®
Data ONTAP command syntax, and the latest requirements, issues, and limitations. This
document is intended to assist field personnel in designing and deploying a SnapMirror
solution.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Intended Audience

This technical report is designed for storage administrators and architects who are already familiar with
SnapMirror software and are considering deployments for production environments.

1.2

Purpose

This paper presents an overview of implementing SnapMirror Async technology, with step-by-step
configuration examples and recommendations to assist the reader in designing an optimal SnapMirror
solution.

1.3

Prerequisites and Assumptions

For the information and procedures described in this document to be useful, the following assumptions
are made. The reader has:


At least minimal knowledge of NetApp platforms and products, particularly in the area of data
protection



General knowledge of disaster recovery (DR) solutions



Working knowledge of the NetApp SnapMirror solution



Reviewed the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW

This report is based on features that are available in Data ONTAP 7.3 operating in 7-Mode, Data ONTAP
8.0 7-Mode, and Data ONTAP 8.1 7-Mode on both NetApp FAS and V-Series controllers.

1.4

Business Applications

There are several approaches to increasing data availability in the face of hardware, software, or even
site failures. Backups provide a way to recover lost data from an archival medium (tape or disk).
Redundant hardware technologies also help mitigate the damage caused by hardware issues or failures.
Mirroring provides a third mechanism to facilitate data availability and minimize downtime. NetApp
SnapMirror offers a fast and flexible enterprise solution for mirroring or replicating data over local area,
wide area, and Fibre Channel (FC) networks. SnapMirror can be a key component in implementing
enterprise data protection strategies. If a disaster occurs at a source site, businesses can access mission critical data from a replica on a remote NetApp storage system for uninterrupted operation.
By providing a simple solution for replicating data across local, wide area, and FC networks, SnapMirror
addresses the following critical business issues.

Disaster Recovery
If critical data is replicated to a different physical location, a serious disaster does not necessarily mean
extended periods of data unavailability. The client can access replicated data across the network until the
damage caused by the disaster is repaired. Recovery might include recovery from corruption, natural
disaster at the production site, accidental deletion, sabotage, and so on. SnapMirror is oft en an integral
part of disaster recovery plans. Data could be replicated to a destination system at a DR facility.
Preferably, application servers would be replicated to this facility as well. If the DR facility needs to be
made operational, applications can be switched over to the servers at the DR site and all application
traffic directed to these servers for as long as necessary to recover the production site. When the source
site is back online, SnapMirror can be used to transfer the data efficiently back to the production storage
systems. After the production site takes over normal application operations again, SnapMirror transfers to
the DR facility can resume without requiring a second complete data transfer.
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Figure 1) Disaster recovery using SnapMirror.

Remote Data Access
The data replication capability of SnapMirror allows the distribution of large amounts of data throughout
the enterprise, enabling read-only access to data at DR and remote locations. Remote data access not
only provides faster access to data by local clients, it also results in a more efficient and predictable use
of expensive network and server resources. Storage administrators can replicate production data at a
chosen time to minimize overall network utilization.
Figure 2) Remote read access to SnapMirror replicas.

Application Development, Testing, and Disaster Recovery Testing
Examples include test beds, database environments used for testing or simulating production
environments, performance testing and monitoring, and development testing.
Figure 3) Application development/test and DR testing with SnapMirror and FlexClone.

®

When NetApp FlexClone technology is used along with SnapMirror, the remote site can be used for live
DR testing without interrupting production operations and replication.
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Remote Tape Archiving
Some environments require off-site storage or off-site archiving. When a tape device is attached to a
NetApp SnapMirror destination, data can be moved to tape periodically. SnapMirror can also be used for
backup consolidation and for offloading tape backup overhead from production servers. This faci litates
centralized backup operations, reducing backup administrative requirements at remote locations. It can
also dramatically reduce overhead from stressful backup operations caused by small backup windows on
production storage systems. Because backup operations are not occurring on the production systems,
small backup windows are not as important.
Figure 4) Tape backup operations offloaded to the DR site.

Load Sharing
Load sharing is similar to the remote data access example described earlier in both implementation and
benefit. The difference in a load-sharing implementation lies in the distance between the source and
target volumes of the replication as well as in the performance goals associated with the replication
implementation. In load sharing, the goal is to minimize the contention for critical application or database
server resources by moving all read-only activities off the critical "transaction" server to a "mirror" or readonly server. The benefit can be twofold: (1) Optimize and partition network access to the dataset, and (2)
reduce CPU contention on the source application server by providing read-only and reporting access to
®
the mirrored data. NetApp FlexCache intelligent caching can also be used for the purpose of load
sharing.

1.5

Benefits of SnapMirror



Block-level updates reduce bandwidth and time requirements.



Data consistency can be maintained at a DR site.



A DR plan can be tested without affecting production and replication.



A DR location can keep many Snapshot
before data corruption occurred.



Data can be replicated between dissimilar NetApp storage systems.



A standard IP or FC network can be used for replication.



SnapMirror Async supports one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many replication,
referred to as cascading and multihop.



Starting with Data ONTAP 7.3.2, volume SnapMirror offers native network compression functionality
to reduce bandwidth costs.
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2 Overview
2.1

The Basics

When mirroring asynchronously, SnapMirror replicates Snapshot copy images from a source volume or
qtree to a partner destination volume or qtree, thus replicating source object data to destination objects at
regular intervals. SnapMirror source volumes and qtrees are writable data objects whose data is to be
replicated. The source volumes and qtrees are the objects that are normally visible, accessible, and
writable by the storage system’s clients.
The SnapMirror destination volumes and qtrees are read-only objects, usually on a separate storage
system, to which the source volumes and qtrees are replicated. Customers might want to use these readonly objects for auditing purposes before the objects are converted to writable objects. In addition, the
read-only objects can be used for data verification. The more obvious use for the destination volumes and
qtrees is to use them as true replicas for recovery from a disaster. In this case, a disaster takes down the
source volumes or qtrees and the administrator uses SnapMirror commands to make the replicated data
at the destination accessible and writable.
SnapMirror uses information in control files to maintain relationships and schedules. One of these control
files, the snapmirror.conf file, located on the destination system, allows scheduling to be maintained.
This file, along with information entered by using the snapmirror.access option or the
snapmirror.allow file is used to establish a relationship between a specified source volume, or qtree
for replication, and the destination volume, or qtree where the mirror is kept.
Note: The snapmirror.conf file is not required to establish relationships.
The SnapMirror update process performs the following tasks:
1.

Creates a Snapshot copy of the data on the source volume

2.

Copies the data to the destination, a read-only volume or qtree on the same system or on a remote
destination system

3.

Updates the destination file system to reflect incremental changes occurring to the source

The result of this process is an online, read-only dataset that is a point-in-time view of the data on the
source at the time of the most recent update.
When using snapmirror.conf, the SnapMirror Snapshot copy creation and updates are controlled by a
schedule that is local to the destination NetApp system. In a SAN environment, Snapshot copy creation
involving logical unit numbers (LUNs) must be controlled by host systems. Scripts are set up to create
Snapshot copies and to initiate the SnapMirror update to the remote storage system. For more
information, refer to “Server Suite” in section 8.1, “NetApp Manageability Suite.”

2.2

Snapshot Copy Behavior in SnapMirror

SnapMirror uses a Snapshot copy as a marker for a point in time for the replication process. A copy is
kept on the source volume as the current point in time that both mirrors are in sync. When an update
occurs, a new Snapshot copy is created and is compared against the previous Snapshot copy to
determine the changes since the last update. SnapMirror marks the copies it needs to keep for a
particular destination mirror in such a way that the snap list command displays the keyword
snapmirror next to the necessary Snapshot copies. For more information, refer to “Snapshot Copy
Behavior and Status in Volume SnapMirror” and “Snapshot Copy Behavior and Status in Qtree
SnapMirror” in sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
The snapmirror destinations command can be used to see which replica of a particular copy is
marked as required at any time. On the source volume, SnapMirror creates the Snapshot copy for a
particular destination and immediately marks it for that destination. At this point, both the previous copy
and the new copy are marked for this destination. After a transfer is successfully completed, the mark for
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the previous copy is removed and deleted. Snapshot copies left for cascade mirrors from the destination
also have the snapmirror tag in the snap list command output. (Cascade mirrors are a variation on
the basic SnapMirror deployment, involving a writable source volume replicated to several read-only
destinations, either one-to-one or one-to-many.)
Use the snapmirror destinations -s command to find out why a particular Snapshot copy is
marked. This mark is kept as a reminder for SnapMirror to not delete a copy. This mark does not stop a
user from deleting a copy marked for a destination that will no longer be a mirror; use the snapmirror
release command to force a source to forget about a particular destination. This is a safe way to have
SnapMirror remove its marks and clean up Snapshot copies that are no longer needed. Deleting a
Snapshot copy that is marked as needed by SnapMirror is not advisable and must be done with caution in
order not to disallow a mirror from updating. While a transfer is in progress, SnapMirror uses the busy
lock on a Snapshot copy. This can be seen in the snap list command output. These locks do prevent
users from deleting the Snapshot copy. The busy locks are removed when the transfer is complete.
For volume replication, SnapMirror creates a Snapshot copy of the whole source volume that is copied to
the destination volume. For qtree replication, SnapMirror creates Snapshot copies of one or more source
volumes that contain qtrees identified for replication. This data is copied to a qtree on the destination
volume and a Snapshot copy of that destination volume is created.
A volume SnapMirror Snapshot copy name has the following format:
dest_name(sysid)_name.number
Example: fasA(0050409813)_vol1.6 (snapmirror)
dest_name is the host name of the destination storage system.
sysid is the destination system ID number.
name is the name of the destination volume.
number is the number of successful transfers for the Snapshot copy, starting at 1. Data ONTAP
increments this number for each transfer.
A qtree SnapMirror Snapshot copy name has the following format:
dest_name(sysid)_name-src|dst.number
Example: fasA(0050409813)_vol1_qtree3-dst.15 (snapmirror)
dest_name is the host name of the destination storage system.
sysid is the destination system ID number.
name is the name of the destination volume or qtree path.
src|dst identifies the Snapshot copy location.
number is an arbitrary start point number for the Snapshot copy. Data ONTAP increments this number for
each transfer.
In the output of the snap list command, Snapshot copies needed by SnapMirror are followed by the
SnapMirror name in parentheses.
Caution: Deleting Snapshot copies marked snapmirror can cause SnapMirror updates to fail.

2.3

Volume SnapMirror and Qtree SnapMirror

SnapMirror software provides the ability to replicate individual qtrees as well as whole volumes. The two
types of replication are physical and logical. There are trade-offs, including performance, manageability,
configuration, and infrastructure resources. A comparison of the two is necessary to understand their
implications.
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2.4

SnapMirror Volume Replication

Volume SnapMirror has the following characteristics:


SnapMirror volume replication can be synchronous or asynchronous.



SnapMirror volume replication can occur only with volumes of the same type; that is, both volumes
are traditional volumes or both are flexible volumes.



SnapMirror volume replication copies a volume and all of its Snapshot copies to a destination volume.



A destination volume that is set up for SnapMirror volume replication must first be set to restricted,
read-only status.



The destination volume (entire volume) is read-only unless it is made writable.



SnapMirror volume replication is block-for-block replication; it transfers the file system verbatim.
Therefore earlier major releases of Data ONTAP cannot understand file system transfers from a later
major release. Data ONTAP 7.2 and 7.3 and 8.0 are examples of three different major release
versions. Data ONTAP 7.3.3 and 7.3.5 are examples of same major release but different minor
releases. Table 1 shows version restrictions for volume SnapMirror.

Table 1) Volume SnapMirror version restrictions.

Volume SnapMirror Source

Volume SnapMirror
Destination

Replication Possible

Data ONTAP 7.2

Data ONTAP 7.3

Yes

Data ONTAP 7.3

Data ONTAP 7.2

No

Data ONTAP 7.3.x

Data ONTAP 7.3.y

Yes

Data ONTAP 8.0.x

Data ONTAP 8.0.y

Yes



You can use volume-based SnapMirror to replicate data to a newer major release to assist in
migrating to a newer Data ONTAP version. However you cannot do this in the reverse direction.



Everything contained in a volume is replicated from one system or location to another, including
metadata about the volume itself, such as language translation settings and other volume options
stored as part of the volume, as well as all Snapshot copies of the volume.



With flexible volumes, volume replication can be as granular as traditional deployments of qtreebased replication. The entire volume is replicated and can be very large, but it can also be very small
and used in the same way that a qtree is used in traditional deployments.



SnapMirror creates a Snapshot copy before performing the initial transfer. This copy is referred t o as
the baseline Snapshot copy. After performing an initial transfer of all data in the volume, volume
SnapMirror sends to the destination only the blocks that have changed since the last successful
replication. When SnapMirror performs an update transfer, it creates another new Snapshot copy and
compares the changed blocks. These changed blocks are sent as part of the update transfer.

Snapshot Copy Behavior and Status in Volume SnapMirror
Table 2 shows how Snapshot copies are replicated between the volume SnapMirror source and
destination systems and also the state of the Snapshot copies on both source and destination s ystems.
The example assumes that fas1 is the source storage system and vol1 is the source volume, and that
fas2 is the destination storage system and vol2 is the destination volume.
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Table 2) Snapshot copies on source and destination for volume SnapMirror.

Timeline

Snapshot Copies on fas1

Snapshot Copies on fas2

After volume initialization

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.1
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.1

After first update of vol2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.1

Create a Snapshot called
demo on fas1:vol1

demo
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.1

Second update of vol2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.3
(snapmirror)
demo

Delete the Snapshot called
demo on fas1:vol1

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.3
(snapmirror)

Third update of vol2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.4
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.3
demo
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.3
demo
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.4
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.3

The snapmirror tag next to the Snapshot copy indicates a soft lock created by SnapMirror. Data
ONTAP does not delete the Snapshot copies with soft locks but a user is able to delete these types of
Snapshot copies. As seen above, in case of volume SnapMirror, if a Snapshot copy is deleted on the
volume SnapMirror source, it is deleted on the destination at the next update. If a Snapshot copy is
created on the volume SnapMirror source, it is created on the destination at the next update. This is not
the case for qtree SnapMirror. See the next section for more information.

2.5

SnapMirror Qtree Replication

SnapMirror qtree replication has the following characteristics:


SnapMirror qtree replication is available only in asynchronous mode.



SnapMirror qtree replication occurs between qtrees regardless of the type of volume (traditional or
flexible) in which the qtree resides.



A destination qtree is read-only, but the volume on which it is located must be online and writable.



SnapMirror qtree replication is logical replication; all of the files and directories in the source file
system are created in the destination file system. Therefore replication can occur between any Data
ONTAP releases.



To replicate qtrees, qtree SnapMirror can either first create a Snapshot copy on the source volume
that contains the qtree to be replicated or can also use an existing Snapshot copy on the source
volume by specifying the –s flag. Note that NetApp Snapshot technology always operates on
volumes, not on qtrees. This Snapshot copy contains a point-in-time copy of all of the data on the
source volume, including both the data in the qtree to be replicated and also (presumably) other data
that is not to be replicated.



Qtree SnapMirror determines changed data by first looking through the inode file for inodes that have
changed and changed inodes of the interesting qtree for changed data blocks. The SnapMirror
software then transfers only the new or changed data blocks from this Snapshot copy that is
associated with the designated qtree. On the destination volume, a new Snapshot copy is then
created that contains a complete point-in-time copy of the entire destination volume, but that is
associated specifically with the particular qtree that has been replicated.
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Note:

If the source file system contains a file type that cannot be represented on the destination file
system, the replication fails. For example, Data ONTAP 7.0 supports files up to 16TB in size,
whereas earlier Data ONTAP versions support files up to 4TB. If the source storage system is
running Data ONTAP 7.0, the qtree that you want to replicate contains a file greater than 4TB,
and the destination storage system is running an earlier version of Data ONTAP, the replication
fails.

Snapshot Copy Behavior and Status in Qtree SnapMirror
Table 3 shows how Snapshot copies are replicated between qtree SnapMirror source and destination
systems and also the state of the Snapshot copies on both source and destination systems. The example
assumes that fas1 is the source storage system and qt1 is the source qtree in volume vol1, and that fas2
is the destination storage system and qt2 is the destination qtree in volume vol2.
Table 3) Snapshot copies for source and destination for qtree SnapMirror.

Timeline

Snapshot Copies on fas1

Snapshot Copies on fas2

After qtree initialization

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.0
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.2
(busy,snapmirror)

After first update of qt2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.1
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.4
(busy,snapmirror)

Create a Snapshot copy
called demo on fas1:vol1

demo
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.1
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.4
(busy,snapmirror)

Second update of vol2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.2
(snapmirror)
demo

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.6
(busy,snapmirror)

Delete the Snapshot
copy called demo on
fas1:vol1

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.6
(busy,snapmirror)

Third update of vol2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-src.3
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.8
(busy,snapmirror)

The snapmirror tag next to the Snapshot copy indicates a soft lock created by SnapMirror. The
busy,snapmirror tag indicates a hard lock created by SnapMirror. A user cannot delete a Snapshot
copy with a hard lock. As seen above, in case of qtree SnapMirror, the same Snapshot copies do not
exist on both source and destination systems.

2.6

Key Differences Between Volume and Qtree SnapMirror

The following differences between volume and qtree SnapMirror are not listed in order of importance.
Note:

Both volume and qtree SnapMirror can operate over Ethernet or Fibre Channel or a combination
of both. For more information, refer to section 2.10, “Multipath Support.”

Table 4) Qtree SnapMirror versus volume SnapMirror.

Qtree SnapMirror

Volume SnapMirror

Unaffected by disk size or disk checksum
differences between the source and destination
irrespective of type of volumes used (traditional or
flexible)

Unaffected by disk size or disk checksum differences
between the source and destination if flexible volumes
are used
Affected by disk size or disk checksum differences
between the source and destination if traditional
volumes are used
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Destination volume must have free space available
equal to approximately 105% of the data being
replicated

Destination volume must be equal or larger than the
source volume

Sensitive to the number of files in a qtree due to
the nature of the qtree replication process; the
initial phase of scanning the inode file may be
longer with larger number (tens of millions) of files

Not sensitive to the number of files in a volume

Qtree SnapMirror destinations can be placed on
the root volume of the destination storage system

The root volume cannot be used as a destination for
volume SnapMirror

Replicates only one Snapshot copy of the source
volume where the qtree resides (the copy created
by the SnapMirror software at the time of the
transfer) to the destination qtree; therefore, qtree
SnapMirror allows independent Snapshot copies
on the source and destination

Replicates all Snapshot copies on the source volume
to the destination volume; similarly, if a Snapshot copy
is deleted on the source system, volume SnapMirror
deletes the Snapshot copy at the next update
Therefore volume SnapMirror is typically
recommended for disaster recovery scenarios,
because the same data exists on both source and
destination; note that the volume SnapMirror
destination always keeps an extra SnapMirror
Snapshot copy

A qtree SnapMirror destination volume might
contain replicated qtrees from several source
volumes on one or more systems and might also
contain qtrees or non-qtree data not managed by
SnapMirror software

A volume SnapMirror destination volume is always a
replica of a single source volume

Several relationships would have to be created to
replicate all qtrees in a given volume by using
qtree-based replication

Volume-based replication can take care of this in one
relationship (as long as the one volume contains all
relevant qtrees)

For low-bandwidth wide-area networks, qtree
SnapMirror can be initialized using the LREP tool
available on the NetApp Support site; see section
5, “Network-Free Seeding,” for more information

Volume SnapMirror can be initialized using a tape
device (SnapMirror to Tape) by using the snapmirror
store and snapmirror retrieve commands; see
section 5, “Network-Free Seeding,” for more
information

Qtree SnapMirror can only occur in a single hop;
cascading of mirrors (replicating from a qtree
SnapMirror destination to another qtree
SnapMirror source) is not supported

Cascading of mirrors is supported for volume
SnapMirror

Qtree SnapMirror updates are not affected by
backup operations; this allows a strategy called
continuous backup in which traditional backup
windows are eliminated and tape library
investments are fully used; SnapVault ® software,
discussed later in this report, is optimized for
continuous backup applications

Volume SnapMirror updates can occur concurrently
with a dump operation of the destination volume to
tape by using the dump command or NDMP-based
backup tools; however, if the volume SnapMirror
update involves a deletion of the Snapshot copy that
the dump operation is currently writing to tape, the
SnapMirror update will be delayed until the dump
operation is complete

The latest Snapshot copy is used by qtree
SnapMirror for future updates if the –s flag is not
used

Volume SnapMirror can use any common Snapshot
copy for future updates

Qtrees in source deduplicated volumes that are
replicated with qtree SnapMirror are full size at the
destination

Source deduplicated volumes that are replicated with
volume SnapMirror remain deduplicated at the
destination

Even though the source volume is deduplicated,
qtree SnapMirror will expand the data and send
the entire data to the destination

Deduplication savings also extend to the bandwidth
savings because volume SnapMirror only transfers
unique blocks
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Source and destination volumes can be
independently deduplicated

Destination volume is read-only and therefore
destination volume cannot be independently
deduplicated; if deduplication savings are desired on
the destination volume, then the source volume must
be deduplicated

The files in the file system gain new identity (inode
numbers, etc.) in the destination system; therefore,
file handles cannot be migrated to the destination
system

The files in the file system have the same identity on
both source and destination system

LUN clones can be created on the destination
volume, but not in the destination qtree

LUN clones cannot be created on the destination
volume because the volume is read-only; however,
LUN clones can be created on a FlexClone volume
because the FlexClone volume is writable

The decision of whether to use volume SnapMirror or qtree SnapMirror depends on individual site
requirements. Volume SnapMirror and qtree SnapMirror can be freely mixed on both source and
destination systems, although any individual destination volume can be a destination for only one or the
other.

2.7

Support for Volume Types

Table 5 shows support for SnapMirror replication between the two volumes types.
Table 5) Volume replication support.

Replication

Volume
SnapMirror

Qtree SnapMirror

TradVol  TradVol

Yes*

Yes

TradVol  FlexVol

No

Yes

FlexVol  FlexVol

Yes*

Yes

*Volume SnapMirror requires the destination system’s Data ONTAP version to be the same as or higher
than that of the source system.

2.8

Modes of SnapMirror

SnapMirror can be used in three different modes: SnapMirror Async, SnapMirror Sync, and SnapMirror
Semi-Sync.

SnapMirror Async
SnapMirror Async can operate on both qtrees and volumes. In this mode, SnapMirror performs
incremental block-based replication as frequently as once per minute.
The first and most important step in this mode involves the creation of a one-time baseline transfer of the
entire dataset. This is required before incremental updates can be performed. This operation proceeds as
follows.
1.

The source storage system creates a Snapshot copy (a read-only point-in-time image of the file
system). This copy is called the baseline copy.

2.

All data blocks referenced by this Snapshot copy and any previous copies are transferred in case of
volume SnapMirror and written to the destination file system. Qtree SnapMirror only copies the latest
Snapshot copy.

3.

After the initialization is complete, the source and destination file systems have at least one Snapshot
copy in common.
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After the initialization is complete, scheduled or manually triggered updates can occur. Each update
transfers only the new and changed blocks from the source to the destination file system. This operation
proceeds as follows:
1.

The source storage system creates a Snapshot copy.

2.

The new copy is compared to the baseline copy to determine which blocks have changed.

3.

The changed blocks are sent to the destination and written to the file system.

4.

After the update is complete, both file systems have the new Snapshot copy, which becomes the
baseline copy for the next update.

Because asynchronous replication is periodic, SnapMirror Async is able to consolidate the changed
blocks and conserve network bandwidth. There is minimal impact on write throughput and write latency.

SnapMirror Sync
Certain environments have very strict uptime requirements. All data that is written to one site must be
mirrored to a remote site or system synchronously. SnapMirror Sync mode is a mode of replication that
sends updates from the source to the destination as they occur, rather than according to a predetermined
schedule. This helps enable data written on the source system to be protected on the destination even if
the entire source system fails. SnapMirror Semi-Sync mode, which minimizes data loss in a disaster while
also minimizing the extent to which replication affects the performance of the source system, is al so
provided.
No additional license fees need to be paid to use this feature, although a free special license
snapmirror_sync must be installed; the only requirements are appropriate hardware, the correct
version of Data ONTAP, and a SnapMirror license for each storage system. Unlike SnapMirror Async
mode, which can replicate volumes or qtrees, SnapMirror Sync and Semi-Sync modes work only with
volumes. SnapMirror Sync can have a significant performance impact and is not necessary or appropriate
for all applications.
The first step in synchronous replication is a one-time baseline transfer of the entire dataset. After the
baseline transfer is completed, SnapMirror will make the transition into synchronous mode with the help
of NVLOG and CP forwarding. Once SnapMirror has made the transition into synchronous mode, the
output of a SnapMirror status query shows that the relationship is “In-Sync.”
For complete information about NVLOG forwarding and CP synchronization, refer to TR-3326,
“SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync Overview and Design Considerations,” available on NOW.

SnapMirror Semi-Sync
SnapMirror provides a semi-synchronous mode, also called SnapMirror Semi-Sync. This mode differs
from the synchronous mode in two key ways:
1.

User writes don’t need to wait for the secondary or destination storage to acknowledge the write
before continuing with the transaction. User writes are acknowledged immediately after they are
committed to the primary or source system’s memory.

2.

NVLOG forwarding is not used in semi-synchronous mode. Therefore SnapMirror Semi-Sync might
offer faster application response times. This mode makes a reasonable compromise between
performance and RPO for many applications.

Note:
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Before Data ONTAP 7.3, SnapMirror Semi-Sync was tunable, so that the destination system
could be configured to lag behind the source system by a user-defined number of write
operations or seconds. This was configurable by specifying a variable called outstanding in
the SnapMirror configuration file. Starting in Data ONTAP 7.3, the outstanding parameter
functionality is no longer available and there is a new mode called semi-sync. When using
semi-sync mode, only the consistency points are synchronized. Therefore this mode is also
referred to as CP Sync mode.
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Configuration of semi-synchronous mode is very similar to that of synchronous mode; simply replace
sync with semi-sync, as in the following example:
fas1:vol1

fas2:vol1

–

semi-sync

For more information about SnapMirror Semi-Sync, refer to TR-3326, “SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror
Semi-Sync Overview and Design Considerations,” available on NOW.

Visibility Interval
The visibility interval specifies how often the source system takes a Snapshot copy in SnapMirror Sync
and Semi-Sync modes. The default interval is 3 minutes. Because the same Snapshot copies exist on
both source and destination system, this means that updated data in the file system is visible on the
SnapMirror destination system in 3-minute increments. This generates more Snapshot creations and
deletions, so if this value is small, a performance impact might be seen on the source volume. NetApp
recommends using the default value, unless a different value is completely necessary. This value is set
with an option in the /etc/snapmirror.conf file and can be set on an individual volume basis.
For more information about the visibility interval and its impact, refer to TR-3326, “SnapMirror Sync and
SnapMirror Semi-Sync Overview and Design Considerations,” available on NOW.

2.9

Control Files

Access and Security
snapmirror.access
The snapmirror.access option specifies which SnapMirror destination storage systems can initiate
transfers and which network interfaces they can use. This is the preferred method for controlling
SnapMirror access on a SnapMirror source storage system.
On the source storage system console, use the options snapmirror.access command to specify
the host names of storage systems that are allowed to copy data directly from the source storage system.
For example:
options snapmirror.access host=fas2

The syntax for specifying which storage systems are allowed access to the server is the same for SNMP,
telnet, and rsh and is described in the Data ONTAP man pages and in the product documentation
available on NOW.
Note:

If you set the snapmirror.access option to legacy, the snapmirror.allow file is used
instead.

/etc/snapmirror.allow
You can generate a snapmirror.allow file in the /etc directory on the source storage system. The
/etc/snapmirror.allow file specifies the host names of storage systems that are allowed to copy
data directly from the source storage system. For more information about the options command, see
the Data ONTAP man pages or the product documentation available on NOW.
/etc/snapmirror.conf
This is the core configuration file for all SnapMirror operations. The /etc/snapmirror.conf file
defines the relationship between the source and the destination, the schedule used by the destination to
copy data, and the arguments that control SnapMirror when copying data. This file resides on the
SnapMirror destination system.
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Distribution
You can create a single /etc/snapmirror.conf file for your site and copy it to all the storage systems
that use SnapMirror. This file can contain entries pertaining to other storage systems. For example, the
/etc/snapmirror.conf file on fas2 can contain an entry for copying a volume from fas3 to fas4.
When fas2 reads the /etc/snapmirror.conf file, it ignores the entries for other storage systems.
This relationship between fas3 and fas4 is considered invalid and therefore ignored. However, each
time the file is read, a warning message is displayed on the system console for each line that is ignored.
There is no limit on the total number of entries in the /etc/snapmirror.conf file; however, there is a
limit of 1,024 valid relationships in the file. Entries beyond the entry limit for each storage system are
ignored, and a warning message is displayed on the system console.
In an active-active configuration, the limit on the maximum number of entries applies to the storage
system pair combination. If one controller in an active-active configuration fails, the limit stays at 1,024
entries.
Note:

This limitation is different from the maximum number of simultaneous (or concurrent) replications
you can have on a storage system. For that information, refer to section 3.10, “Concurrent
Replication Operations” or the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW.

Configuration Changes
If SnapMirror is enabled, changes to the /etc/snapmirror.conf file take effect within 2 minutes. If
SnapMirror is not enabled, changes to the /etc/snapmirror.conf file take effect immediately after
you enter the snapmirror on command to enable SnapMirror.

2.10 Multipath Support
More than one physical path between a source and a destination system might be desired for a mirror
relationship. SnapMirror Async (volume and qtree), SnapMirror Sync, and SnapMirror Semi -Sync support
numerous paths for replication. Multipath support allows SnapMirror traffic to be load balanced between
these paths and provides failover in the event of a network outage. Specifically, SnapMirror supports up
to two paths for a particular relationship. Therefore each replication relationship can be configured to use
a distinct multipath connection. These multipath connections can be Ethernet, Fibre Channel, or a
combination of the two. There are two modes of multipath operation.
Multiplexing mode. Both paths are used simultaneously, load-balancing transfers across the two. When
a failure occurs, the load from both transfers moves to the remaining path.
Example of a /etc/snapmirror.conf file:
pumpkin=multi(fas1_e0a, fas2_e0a)(fas1_e0b,fas2_e0b)
pumpkin:src_vol fas2:dst_vol - 0 * * *
Failover mode. One path is specified as the primary path in the configuration file. This path is the desired
path. In case of failure, the second path is used.
Best Practice
NetApp recommends using multipath to improve availability of the replication network.

2.11 Network Compression Support
Why SnapMirror Network Compression?
Network Bandwidth Versus RPO
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With increasing network bandwidth costs coupled with data growth, customers have to do more with less.
As the amount of data to be protected increases, more network bandwidth is needed to maintain the
recovery point objective (RPO) or the replication window. Otherwise, replication times increase as the
amount of data sent over the network to the DR site increases. Differently put, if you do not want to or
cannot increase the network bandwidth, you need to lower the replication frequency that is causing larger
RPO values and thus increasing your exposure to larger data loss.
The SnapMirror native network compression feature can cut down on the amount of data replicated over
the network. It also offers you more flexibility and choices, as described next.
Maintaining the Same RPO Level
Problem. Your data replication needs are growing. You need more bandwidth to maintain the same level
of RPO.
Solution. By using network compression, it is possible to maintain the same RPO without purchasing
additional network bandwidth.
Improve Your RPO Without Buying Additional Bandwidth
Problem. You are using all of your network bandwidth. However, your customer wants to reduce its
exposure to data loss—in other words, to improve its RPO.
Solution. By using network compression, you can improve your RPO without purchasing more network
bandwidth.
Use the Network Bandwidth for Other Purposes
Problem. Your replication is consuming all of your bandwidth. You want to use the network bandwidth for
other purposes such as client access or applications without purchasing additional bandwidth.
Solution. By using network compression, it is possible to reduce the bandwidth consumed by SnapMirror
without sacrificing RPO, thereby freeing up network bandwidth for other purposes.
Speeding Up the Initial Transfers
Problem. Initial SnapMirror transfers could be large and therefore could take a long time to complete
under bandwidth constraints.
Solution. By using network compression, it is possible to speed up the initial SnapMirror transfers.

What Is SnapMirror Network Compression?
SnapMirror network compression enables data compression over the network for SnapMirror transfers. It
is a native feature that is built in to SnapMirror software. SnapMirror network compression is not the same
®
as WAFL compression. SnapMirror network compression does not compress data at rest. The following
figure shows a very high-level flow of SnapMirror network compression.
Figure 5) SnapMirror network compression functional diagram.
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On the source system, the data blocks that need to be sent to the destination system are handed off to
the compression engine, which compresses the data blocks. The compression engine on the source
system creates several threads depending on the number of CPUs available on the storage system.
These compression threads help to compress data in a parallel fashion. The compressed blocks are then
sent over the network.
On the destination system, the compressed blocks are received over the network and are then
decompressed. The destination compression engine also has several threads to decompress the data in
a parallel fashion. The decompressed data is reordered and is saved to the disk on the appropriate
volume.
In other words, when SnapMirror network compression is enabled, two additional steps are performed—
compression processing on the source system before data is sent over the network and decompression
processing on the destination system before the data is written to the disk.
SnapMirror network compression uses the standard gzip compression algorithm to compress the data
blocks. The compression and the decompression engines are capable of using all free CPU cycles.

Prerequisites
SnapMirror network compression is supported only for the asynchronous mode of SnapMirror. The
required version to run SnapMirror network compression is Data ONTAP 7.3.2 on both source and
destination systems. With Data ONTAP 7.3.2, volume SnapMirror is supported without any special
approvals. Qtree SnapMirror still requires NetApp approval.
All platforms that support Data ONTAP 7.3.2 also support SnapMirror network compression.
SnapMirror network compression requires the use of the /etc/snapmirror.conf file. Special
configuration is required to enable compression. For more information, refer to section 3.15, “Network
Compression Configuration and Operation.”
SnapMirror network compression is currently not supported for the synchronous and semi -synchronous
modes of SnapMirror.

3 Operational Behaviors
When evaluating your SnapMirror implementation, it is important to consider the following common
SnapMirror behaviors and to understand when and why they might occur.

3.1

Active-Active Configuration

The SnapMirror product complements NetApp active-active configuration technology by providing an
additional level of recoverability. If a catastrophe disables access to an active-active pair of storage
systems, one or more SnapMirror volumes can be immediately accessed in read-only mode while
recovery takes place. If read-write access is required, the mirrored volume can be converted to a writable
volume while the recovery takes place. If SnapMirror is actively updating data when a takeover or
giveback operation is run, the update aborts, leaving the destination volume in the state of the last
completed update. After the takeover or giveback operation is completed, SnapMirror transfer continues
as before from a restart checkpoint. No specific additional steps are required for the implementation of
SnapMirror in an active-active configuration environment. For more information on NetApp active-active
configuration technology and takeover and giveback scenarios, refer to the “Data ONTAP System
Administrator's Guide,” available on NOW.

3.2

Disk Geometry

In cases of traditional volumes, volume SnapMirror performance was affected due to disk geometry. If the
source disks were not the same size as the destination disks, problems occurred that resulted in data not
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being properly distributed across some spindles. For example, data cleanly striped across three 160GB
drives on the source that is replicated to a destination system with 320GB disks would result in the data
being laid out on one of the destination system spindles. Qtree SnapMirror does not have this
performance issue.
Flexible volumes in Data ONTAP 7G eliminated the performance impact due to geometry mismatch for
volume SnapMirror as well. Destination volumes no longer have to contain the same number of disks or
the same size disks as the source volumes, allowing more efficient deployment of resources. With flexible
volumes, SnapMirror is no longer bound by the physical limitations of copying physical disks or array
LUNS with V-Series block for block. The physical nature of volume SnapMirror has been virtualized.
The size of a flexible volume can be changed dynamically. It can also act as a hard quota for a group or
project assigned to it. In each volume, user- and group-level quotas as well as qtrees can be used to
obtain finer granularity of quota management.

3.3

Cascading

A variation on basic SnapMirror deployment and function involves mirroring from established mirrors to
more SnapMirror destinations. An example cascade configuration with two hops is shown below.
Figure 6) Cascaded volume replication using SnapMirror.

The function of this deployment is to make a uniform set of data available on a read-only basis to users
from various locations throughout a network and to allow updating that data uniformly at regular intervals.
However, cascading a SnapMirror replication from A to B to C and so on is allowed only with volume
SnapMirror. Qtree SnapMirror does not support replication for more than one hop. During qtree
SnapMirror replication, mapping takes place between source inodes and destination inodes . For example,
suppose that the /vol/vol1/qt7/user/email.txt file has the inode number 456. When this qtree is
transferred to the destination by using qtree SnapMirror (such as vol1_rpl), the
/vol/vol1_rpl/qt7_rpl/user/email.txt file might have the inode number 5987432.
To be able to apply a modification on number 456 to number 5987432, qtree SnapMirror needs to keep a
map of the inodes. Mapping the inodes is necessary because qtree SnapMirror is taking qtrees from
different volumes and mirroring them into one common volume. Files from those qtrees might have the
same inode number (because they come from different volumes or storage systems). Therefore qtree
SnapMirror reallocates the inodes, so that it doesn’t have problems with conflicts in numbering. In
addition, this inode mapping would cause problems because mapping the state can become confusing in
a cascade, so this configuration is not allowed in a cascade configuration.
Note:

SnapMirror Sync and Semi-Sync cannot be cascaded. This means that you cannot configure
several hops of SnapMirror Sync and Semi-Sync. However SnapMirror Async (volume
SnapMirror) can be cascaded from a SnapMirror Sync or Semi-Sync destination.

Table 6) Cascading support.

Cascade Configuration

Support

Sync/Semi-Sync  Volume SnapMirror

Yes

Sync/Semi-Sync  Sync/Semi-Sync

No
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Sync/Semi-Sync  Qtree SnapMirror

No

Volume SnapMirror  Volume SnapMirror

Yes

Volume SnapMirror  Sync/Semi-Sync

No

Qtree SnapMirror  Sync/Semi-Sync

No

Volume SnapMirror  Qtree SnapMirror

Yes

Qtree SnapMirror  Volume SnapMirror

Yes

Qtree SnapMirror  Qtree SnapMirror

No

Snapshot Copy Propagation in Cascade Configuration
This section demonstrates Snapshot copy propagation behavior in the following cascade configuration
scenarios with examples.
Single-hop volume SnapMirror:
This configuration involves volume SnapMirror replication between two systems, fas1 and fas2.
fas1:v2  fas2:v2
Table 7) Snapshot copy propagation for single-hop volume SnapMirror.

Timeline

Snapshot Copies on fas1

Snapshot Copies on fas2

After volume
initialization
After first update of v2

fas2(0099909262)_v2.1
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.1

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol2.1

Snapshot copy behaviors to note:
1.

SnapMirror creates a soft lock on the Snapshot copy of the source volume (snapmirror tag).

2.

The destination system carries an extra Snapshot copy.

Dual-hop volume SnapMirror:
This configuration involves volume SnapMirror replication among three systems : fas1, fas2, and fas3.
fas1:v2  fas2:v2  fas3:v2
Note:

In the above configuration, fas1:v2 to fas2:v2 and fas2:v2 to fas3:v2 transfers cannot occur at the
same time.

Table 8) Snapshot copy propagation for dual-hop volume SnapMirror.

Snapshot Copies on
fas1

Snapshot Copies on
fas2

1) After volume
initialization on
fas2

fas2(0099909262)_v2.1
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.1

2) Volume
SnapMirror
update on fas2

fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
fas2(0099909262)_v2.1

3) fas3:v2
initialization

fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_v2.1

Timeline
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4) Volume
SnapMirror
update on fas2

fas2(0099909262)_v2.3
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.3
fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
fas2(0099909262)_v2.1

5) Volume
SnapMirror
update on fas3

fas2(0099909262)_v2.3
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_v2.2
(snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_v2.3
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_v2.2

fas2(0099909262)_v2.3
fas2(0099909262)_v2.2

Snapshot copy behaviors to note:
1.

There is an extra Snapshot copy on fas2 (destination) after the first SnapMirror update (step 2).

2.

System fas3 also has the same number of Snapshot copies as fas2 after step 3 because there is a
volume SnapMirror relationship between fas2 and fas3 systems .

3.

A new soft lock exists on fas2:v2 after step 3 because fas2:v2 is now the volume SnapMirror source
for fas3:v2.

4.

After step 4, the source system, fas1 contains two SnapMirror Snapshot copies. This is because the
Snapshot copy fas2(0099909262)_v2.2 is locked by the fas2 system as it is required to continue to
perform SnapMirror updates with the fas3 system. This Snapshot copy on the fas1 system is also
used to perform direct SnapMirror updates with the fas3 system in case the fas2 system meets
disaster.

5.

After an update is performed on the fas3 system (step 5), the soft lock exists on the latest SnapMirror
Snapshot copy (fas2(0099909262)_v2.3) because this is the new baseline SnapMirror Snapshot copy
between the fas2 and fas3 systems.

Single-hop qtree SnapMirror:
This configuration involves qtree SnapMirror replication between two systems, fas1 and fas2.
fas1:vol1/qt1  fas2:vol2/qt2
Table 9) Snapshot copy propagation for single-hop qtree SnapMirror.

Timeline

Snapshot Copies on fas1

Snapshot Copies on fas2

After qtree initialization
and update on fas2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2src.3 (snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2-dst.8
(busy,snapmirror)

Snapshot copy behaviors to note:
1.

Qtree SnapMirror Snapshot copy names are not identical. This is because the destination volume
may contain other qtree or volume data besides qt2.

2.

The destination volume Snapshot copy has a hard lock created by SnapMirror (busy,snapmirror).

3.

The source volume Snapshot copy has a soft lock created by SnapMirror (snapmirror).

Dual-hop qtree SnapMirror and volume SnapMirror:
This configuration involves qtree SnapMirror replication in the first hop and volume SnapM irror replication
in the second hop.
fas1:vol1/qt1  fas2:vol2/qt2; fas2:vol2  fas3:vol3
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Table 10) Snapshot copy propagation for dual-hop qtree and volume SnapMirror.

Snapshot Copies on
fas1

Snapshot Copies on fas2

1) After qtree
initialization
and update on
fas2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.3 (snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.8 (busy,snapmirror)

2) After
fas3:vol3
initialization

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.3 (snapmirror)

fas3(0099909261)_vol3.1
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.8 (busy,snapmirror)

fas3(0099909261)_vol
3.1
fas2(0099909262)_vol
2_qt2-dst.8

3) After a
qtree
SnapMirror
update on
fas2

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.4 (snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.3 (snapmirror)

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.10 (busy,snapmirror)
fas3(0099909261)_vol3.1
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.8 (snapmirror)

fas3(0099909261)_vol
3.1
fas2(0099909262)_vol
2_qt2-dst.8

4) After a
volume
SnapMirror
update on
fas3

fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.4 (snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_
qt2-src.3 (snapmirror)

fas3(0099909261)_vol3.2
(snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.10 (busy,snapmirror)
fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2dst.8

fas3(0099909261)_vol
3.2
fas2(0099909262)_vol
2_qt2-dst.10
fas3(0099909261)_vol
3.1
fas2(0099909262)_vol
2_qt2-dst.8

Timeline

Snapshot Copies on
fas3

Important behaviors to note:
1.

System fas3 also has the same number of Snapshot copies as fas2 after step 2 because there is a
volume SnapMirror relationship between the fas2 and fas3 systems.

2.

System fas1 retains the extra qtree SnapMirror Snapshot copy (fas2(0099909262)_vol2_qt2src.3) in step 3 because fas3 will be able to resynchronize with fas1 in the event fas2 meets with
disaster.

3.

System fas3 has an extra volume SnapMirror Snapshot copy after the first volume SnapMirror update
on the fas3 system.

3.4

Logging

The SnapMirror log file (located in /etc/logs/snapmirror) records the start and end of an update and
other significant SnapMirror events. If a problem exists with updates, review the log file to see what
happened since the last successful update. Because the log file is kept on the source and destination
storage systems, quite often the source or the destination system might log the failure, and the other
partner knows only that there was a failure. For this reason, review logs at both the source and the
destination systems to get the most information about a failure. The log file contains the start and end
times of each transfer, along with the amount of data transferred. It can be useful to look back and see
the amount of data needed to make the update and the amount of time the updates take.
Note:

3.5

The time versus data sent might not be an accurate measure of the achieved network throughput
because the transfer is not constantly sending data.

Data ONTAP Versions and Resync

Qtree SnapMirror is not affected by Data ONTAP versions of source and destination systems. Volume
SnapMirror requires the destination to be at the same or higher major release of Data ONTAP as that of
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the source. If the destination (the DR site) is running a higher major release version of Data ONTAP than
that at the source (production site), bear in mind that the production site system will need to be upgraded
if the newly written data at the DR site needs to be resynchronized to the produc tion site (reversing the
SnapMirror relationship).
SnapMirror resynchronization does not always require a full level 0 transfer. If both the source and
destination have at least one Snapshot copy in common, SnapMirror computes and transfers only the
changed blocks since the common Snapshot copy. In the absence of the common Snapshot copy,
resynchronization requires a full transfer.

3.6

Data Change Rate

Using the snap delta command, you can display the rate of change stored between two Snapshot
copies as well as the rate of change between a Snapshot copy and the active file system. Data ONTAP
displays the rates of change in two tables. The first table displays the rates of change between
successive Snapshot copies. The second table displays a summary of the rate of change between the
oldest Snapshot copy and the active file system.

3.7

SnapMirror and LUNs

If the volumes or qtrees contain LUNs, the LUNs on the SnapMirror destination system are read-only,
online and unmapped starting in Data ONTAP 7.2. You can then map the LUNS and mount them readonly or use FlexClone to create a clone of the volume containing the LUNs and mount them read-write.
This can be done without interrupting SnapMirror replication operations. Note that the use of FlexClone
requires a license. In case of qtree SnapMirror, LUNS can be cloned in the volume using the lun clone
command, which is available with Data ONTAP software.

3.8

Space Guarantees

When users require additional space, the administrator can increase the size of an aggregate volume by
assigning additional disks to it. In a SnapMirror configuration, overcommitting the aggregate allows more
efficient use of disk space on the destination. Only the data that is used on the SnapMirror source is used
in the flexible volume on the SnapMirror destination. If that SnapMirror destination is broken, the disk
usage is deducted from the overall aggregate. Unless mirrors are broken, you can have many source
volumes of varying sizes all mapped to destination flexible volumes. Therefore, for a 1TB SnapMirror
source volume that is 75% full, the SnapMirror destination volume (or replica) needs 750GB with the
guarantee disabled and the full 1TB with the guarantee enabled.

Overcommitting Aggregates on the Source System
To overcommit an aggregate volume, create flexible volumes with a guarantee of none or file so that the
volume size is not limited by the aggregate size. The total size of the flexible volumes can be larger than
the containing aggregate.

Overcommitting Aggregates on the Destination System
The disadvantage of overcommitting an aggregate is that SnapMirror updates will fail when the volume
runs out of space. Another disadvantage is that not all volumes can be guaranteed if they all need to be
made writable at once by breaking the SnapMirror relationship.
Prior to Data ONTAP 7.3, as long as the destination volume is a SnapMirror destination (replica), the
guarantee is volume-disabled. Subsequently, when the destination is broken, the guarantee mode is the
same as the volume mode. The following table summarizes the SnapMirror destination volume behavior
in Data ONTAP 7.2.
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Table 11) SnapMirror destination volume guarantee behavior for Data ONTAP 7.2.

Guarantee

Comments

Source volume

volume

Source volume is configured with
guarantee.

Destination volume before
SnapMirror initialization

none

Destination volume is configured with
no guarantee. Destination volumes
cannot have volume guarantees.

Destination volume when
mirrored

volume(disabled)

Space guarantees are disabled on
volume SnapMirror destination
volumes.

Destination volume after
SnapMirror break

volume

Destination volume inherits guarantee
attribute of the source volume.

Starting in Data ONTAP 7.3, it is possible to set guarantees on the SnapMirror destination volume so that
the SnapMirror updates never fail on that volume. The default behavior is that the volume guarantees are
turned off. The following table summarizes the SnapMirror destination volume behavior in Data ONTAP
7.3 when the destination volume is configured with the volume guarantee.
Table 12) SnapMirror destination volume guarantee behavior for Data ONTAP 7.3.

Guarantee

Comments

Source volume

volume

Source volume is configured with
guarantee.

Destination volume before
SnapMirror initialization

volume

Destination volume is configured with a
volume guarantee.

Destination volume when
mirrored

volume

Volume guarantee is preserved even
for a SnapMirror destination volume.

Destination volume after
SnapMirror break

volume

Since destination volume is configured
with volume guarantee, this is still
preserved.

The following table summarizes the SnapMirror destination volume behavior in Data ONTAP 7.3 when
the destination volume is configured without the guarantee.
Table 13) SnapMirror destination volume without guarantee behavior for Data ONTAP 7.3.

Guarantee

Comments

Source volume

volume

Source volume is configured with
guarantee.

Destination volume before
SnapMirror initialization

none

Destination volume is configured
without guarantee.

Destination volume when
mirrored

none

The guarantee attribute is not inherited
from the source volume.

Destination volume after
SnapMirror break

none

The guarantee attribute is not inherited
from the source volume.

3.9

Update Failures

If a manually issued update fails for any reason, the user is informed. The update is not tried
automatically because the user is in a position to reissue the command. If a scheduled transfer fails, and
if the error is “retriable,” it is retried at the next minute. If it fails for nonretriable errors, such as user abort,
or if the volume SnapMirror source denied the transfer for any reason, it is not retried at the next minute.
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Whether the error is retriable or nonretriable, an update is always attempt ed whenever the schedule in
snapmirror.conf specifies that the update should be performed.
If an update is in progress when another is scheduled to occur, SnapMirror start s another transfer as
soon as the transfer is complete. However, if three updates pass while the current transfer is in progress,
SnapMirror does only one more update; it does not go back and run updates that have been made
obsolete by those scheduled later.
If a transfer fails and has to be retried, it is not generally started from the beginning. SnapMirror makes a
restart checkpoint every 5 minutes during a transfer. If a restart checkpoint exists and if the baseline and
incremental SnapMirror Snapshot copies exist, SnapMirror restarts the previous transfer where it left off. If
not, SnapMirror creates a new Snapshot copy and starts a new transfer. Some of the conditions that
prevent SnapMirror from restarting from a checkpoint are host name changes, volume name changes,
source volume size changes, and Data ONTAP version upgrades and downgrades.

3.10 Concurrent Replication Operations
A SnapMirror replication consists of two operations: one on the source side of the transfer and the other
on the destination side. Therefore, if a storage system is the source of one replication and the destination
of another replication, it uses two replication operations. Similarly, if a storage system is the source and
the destination of the same replication, it uses two replication operations. Migrating from traditional
®
volumes to FlexVol volumes with qtree SnapMirror within the same controller is an example of the same
storage system being both a source and a destination.
The number of concurrent replication operations in Data ONTAP 7.3 increased dramatically for
asynchronous SnapMirror (both volume and qtree). The increase depends on the platform. For example,
FAS3050 supported 16 concurrent operations in Data ONTAP 7.2. Data ONTAP 7.3 supports up to 50
concurrent operations for volume SnapMirror.
For more information on the maximum number of concurrent replication operations that each storage
system model can support, refer to the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW for
the appropriate Data ONTAP release.
A storage system might not reach the maximum number of concurrent replication operations for the
following reasons:


Storage system resources, such as CPU usage, memory, disk bandwidth, or network bandwidth, are
taken away from SnapMirror or SnapVault operations.



Each storage system in a high-availability (HA) configuration has the maximum number of concurrent
replication operations. If a failover occurs, the surviving storage system cannot process more than the
maximum number of concurrent replication operations specified for that storage system. These can
be operations that were scheduled for the surviving storage system, the failed-over storage system,
or both. For example, each FAS3050 in a cluster can run a maximum of 16 concurrent replication
operations. If one FAS3050 fails over to the other, it still has a maximum of 16 operations, which can
be operations that were scheduled by the surviving FAS3050, the failed FAS3050, or both.



Before Data ONTAP 7.3, concurrent operations were reduced to half when ATA drives are present in
®
the storage system unless a NearStore option license is installed. Starting with Data ONTAP 7.3,
this limitation due to ATA drives is removed.

3.11 NearStore Personality
Starting with Data ONTAP 7.2, a software license option called the NearStore Personality option
(nearstore_option) has been introduced to use the FAS storage systems as a secondary storage
system. Please check the product manuals on NOW for specific Data ONTAP version requirements for
this license. The goal of this license option is to provide increased concurrent streams when FAS storage
systems are used as destinations for SnapMirror/SnapVault transfers and to enable SnapVault for
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™

NetBackup . This license option should not be installed on primary storage systems for which
performance is paramount.
Before Data ONTAP 7.3, the concurrent operations were halved when ATA drives were added to the
system. When the NearStore option license is installed, the concurrent operations are doubled again. An
example follows.
Without the license, the total concurrent volume SnapMirror operation limits for the FAS3020 in Data
ONTAP 7.2 are 16 for FC drives and 8 for FC/ATA drives. With the NearStore option license, the total
concurrent volume SnapMirror operation limits for the FAS3020 are 16 regardless of FC or ATA drives in
the system.
Note: Because concurrent operations limits change with Data ONTAP versions and platforms, please
refer to the appropriate release documentation for that particular version. The concurrent operation limits
are total for any given system and not cumulative. If the FAS3050 system allows 50 m aximum concurrent
replication operations for volume SnapMirror or 16 maximum concurrent replication operations for
SnapMirror Sync, the system will not allow both the 50 volume SnapMirror transfers and 16 SnapMirror
Sync transfers at any given time.

3.12 System-Wide Throttle
Starting with Data ONTAP 7.2, there is a system-wide option to limit the total bandwidth used by all
transfers at any time. This can be either the transmit bandwidth on the source or the receive bandwidth
on the destination or both. The per-transfer throttle from snapmirror.conf will still be applied. When
both per-transfer and system-wide throttling are configured, throttling at system-wide is applied only if the
combined bandwidth used by all the relationships goes above the system-wide throttling value. Systemwide throttling is enabled by using three new options using the options command.
replication.throttle.enable
This option enables global network throttling of SnapMirror and SnapVault transfers. The default value for
this option is off.
replication.throttle.incoming.max_kbs
This option is set on the destination system. This option specifies the maximum total bandwidth used by
all the incoming SnapMirror and SnapVault transfers, specified in kilobytes/sec. The default value for this
option is Unlimited, which means that there is no limit on total bandwidth used. This option is valid only
when the replication.throttle.enable option is on.
replication.throttle.outgoing.max_kbs
This option is set on the source system. This option specifies t he maximum total bandwidth used by all
the outgoing SnapMirror and SnapVault transfers, specified in kilobytes/sec. The default value for this
option is Unlimited, which means that there is no limit on total bandwidth used. This option is valid only
when the replication.throttle.enable option is on.

3.13 Dynamic Throttle
Starting in Data ONTAP 7.1, an active SnapMirror relationship can be throttled to decrease the amount of
bandwidth it uses. This dynamic relationship does not need to be stopped for the new throttle value to
take effect.
The syntax and example follow:
snapmirror throttle <n> <system>:<destination path>
<n> is the new throttle value in kilobytes per second.
Example:
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fas1> snapmirror throttle 2000 fas2:/vol/vol1/home
The new value is used only for the current transfer. The next scheduled transfer will use the throttle value
specified in the /etc/snapmirror.conf file. This command can be used only when the transfer is
active.
If the throttle value for the next scheduled transfer needs to be changed, then the value in the SnapMirror
configuration file should be modified. The command can be run from either the source or the destination.
There is another way to change the throttle value for an active transfer: by changing the value in the
/etc/snapmirror.conf file. This change takes effect in 2 minutes. The snapmirror throttle
command does not change the throttle value specified in /etc/snapmirror.conf.

3.14 Firewall Configuration
SnapMirror uses the typical socket/bind/listen/accept sequence on a TCP socket.
SnapMirror Async:
SnapMirror source system binds on port 10566. A firewall configuration must allow requests to this port
on the SnapMirror source system. When using a multipath connection, the destination system listens on
port 10565.
SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync:
SnapMirror requires additional TCP ports to be open. The source system listens on TCP ports 10566 and
10569. The destination system listens on TCP ports 10565, 10567, and 10568. Therefore, NetApp
recommends a range of TCP ports from 10565 to 10569.

3.15 Network Compression Configuration and Operation
Configuration
The SnapMirror configuration file (/etc/snapmirror.conf) is used to configure and enable
SnapMirror network compression. SnapMirror network compression requires a connection nam e in the
configuration file, as shown in the following examples. Connection name entry is mandatory for network
compression to work. Merely adding the compression=enable option without the connection name
entry does not enable SnapMirror network compression.
When using a single network path:
connection_name=multi(src_system,dst_system)
connection_name:src_vol dst_system:dst_vol compression=enable 0 * * *
connection_name is the name of the specific connection between a SnapMirror source and destination
system pair.
src_system is the name of the SnapMirror source system.
dst_system is the name of the SnapMirror destination system.
src_vol is the path of the SnapMirror source volume.
dst_vol is the path of the SnapMirror destination volume.
Example of an /etc/snapmirror.conf file:
pumpkin=multi(fas1,fas2)
pumpkin:src_vol fas2:dst_vol compression=enable 0 * * *
When using several paths:
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connection_name=multi(src_ip1,dst_ip1)(src_ip2, dst_ip2)
connection_name:src_vol dst_system:dst_vol compression=enable 0 * * *

Example of an /etc/snapmirror.conf file:
pumpkin=multi(fas1_e0a, fas2_e0a)(fas1_e0b,fas2_e0b)
pumpkin:src_vol fas2:dst_vol compression=enable 0 * * *
Note:

The entries on the connection name line can be either host names or IP addresses. The
connection name itself cannot be the host name.

Enabling and Disabling Network Compression
SnapMirror network compression cannot be enabled and disabled for an active transfer. It can be enabled
by adding the compression=enable option to the configuration file. It can be disabled by removing the
compression=enable option from the configuration file. To enable compression for an existing transfer,
you must first abort the transfer, update the configuration file, and then resume the transfer.

Reporting the Compression Ratio
The SnapMirror network compression ratio is reported in the log file (/etc/log/snapmirror) and is
also displayed in the long (-l) listing of SnapMirror status. SnapMirror status displays the ratio only when
SnapMirror is in the transferring state. However, the log file will always contain the compression ratio
information.
From /etc/log/snapmirror:
dst Sat Jun 20 17:50:18 IST 20502_rep:oracleDB8 fas2050-nb02:oracleDB8 Start

dst Sun Jun 21 00:33:55 IST 20502_rep:oracleDB1 fas2050-nb02:oracleDB1 End
(52868900 KB, Compression 3.5 : 1)
fas2> snapmirror status -l dest
Snapmirror is on.
Source:
fas1:src
Destination:
fas2:dest
Status:
Transferring
Progress:
24 KB
Compression Ratio:
3.5 : 1
State:
Lag:
Mirror Timestamp:
Base Snapshot:
Current Transfer Type: Initialize
Current Transfer Error: Contents:
Last Transfer Type:
Initialize
Last Transfer Size:
132 KB
Last Transfer Duration: 00:00:04

Last Transfer From:

Compression ratio
is shown only in
transferring state

fas1:src

Compression Ratio and Datasets
SnapMirror network compression ratios depend on the type of dataset. Here are some of the
compression ratios seen in the lab with real-world application datasets.
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Table 14) Sample SnapMirror network compression ratios and network savings.

Dataset

Compression Ratio

Percent Network Savings

Exchange DB

1.5:1

34%

Home Directory

2.7:1

60%

Oracle® DB

3.5:1

70%

3.16 64-Bit Aggregates
Data ONTAP 8.0 7-Mode introduces a new aggregate type, 64-bit aggregates, with a larger maximum
aggregate and flexible volume sizes. The maximum size for legacy aggregates, now called 32-bit
aggregates, remains 16TB.

Volume SnapMirror Between 32-Bit and 64-Bit Aggregates
Before discussing volume SnapMirror between 32-bit and 64-bit aggregates, here are some important
technical terms to keep in mind.
64-Bit Expansion: 64-bit expansion is a process of expanding an existing 32-bit aggregate and all its
volumes to 64-bit when new disks are added to increase the total aggregate size beyond 16TB.
Upgrade: The process of installing Data ONTAP.
Grow: The process of increasing the size of a FlexVol volume or an aggregate.
There are some restrictions when replicating between 32-bit and 64-bit aggregates using volume
SnapMirror in Data ONTAP 8.0. Starting in Data ONTAP 8.1 it is now possible to create volume
SnapMirror relationships between volumes in 32-bit and 64-bit aggregates. The following table provides
an overview of possible replication between 32-bit and 64-bit aggregates for volume SnapMirror.
Table 15) Volume SnapMirror Interoperability Matrix.

Destination Volume
Data ONTAP

8.0.x

Aggregate
32-Bit
Type

8.1

64-Bit

32-Bit

8.2

64-Bit

1

Yes

1

1,2

Yes

1

32-Bit

Yes

No

Yes

64-Bit

No

Yes

32-Bit

No

No

64-Bit

No

No

Yes

32-Bit

No

No

No

No

64-Bit

No

No

No

No

32-Bit

64-Bit

1

Yes

1

1,2

Yes

1

1

Yes

1

1,2

Yes

1

Yes

8.0.x
Source
Volume

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8.1
2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8.2
Yes

2

Yes

1

Reverse resync (which is resync after a failover) will not work until the source Data ONTAP version
is upgraded to match the destination Data ONTAP version.
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2

Do not grow source volume beyond 16TB until 64-bit expansion is complete on the destination
aggregate and the destination volume is grown beyond 16TB.

Data Migration Scenario Using Volume SnapMirror
System A is running Data ONTAP 7.3 containing a 32-bit volume in a 32-bit aggregate. System B is
running Data ONTAP 8.1 containing a 64-bit volume in a 64-bit aggregate. The user desires to do a
refresh of System A and migrate all the data to System B.
Follow these steps to achieve the above desired scenario.
1.

Create a volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volume. SnapMirror
initialize will initiate the baseline transfer.

2.

Upon completion of the baseline transfer, the destination volume will inherit the source volume’s 32bit format and become 32-bit. At this point, the destination volume will be read only.

Figure 7) Volume SnapMirror between 32-bit source volume and 64-bit destination volume.

3.

Prior to breaking the volume SnapMirror relationship, perform necessary SnapMirror updates to the
destination.

4.

Break the volume SnapMirror relationship. Upon breaking the SnapMirror relationship, the 32-bit
destination volume becomes writable.

5.

64-bit expansion process begins automatically on the destination volume.

6.

On successful completion of the expansion process, the destination volume will be in 64-bit format.

Data ONTAP Version Upgrade and 64-bit Expansion Scenario using Volume SnapMirror
System A is running Data ONTAP 8.0 containing 32-bit volume in a 32-bit aggregate. System B is running
Data ONTAP 8.0 containing 32-bit volume in a 32-bit aggregate. There is an existing volume SnapMirror
relationship between source volume on System A and destination volume on System B. User desires t o
expand the aggregates and volumes to 64-bit on both systems
Follow these steps to achieve the above desired scenario
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1.

Quiesce the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volume

2.

Upgrade both System A and System B to Data ONTAP 8.1.

3.

Resume the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volume.

4.

Perform the necessary volume SnapMirror updates to the destination volume.

5. Initiate the 64-bit expansion check process on the 32-bit source aggregate to estimate the space
requirements for successfully expanding the aggregate and its volumes to 64-bit.
Example: To initiate the 64-bit expansion check on an aggregate aggr1:
filer> aggr add aggr1 -64bit-upgrade check 10
Note: preparing to add 8 data disks and 2 parity disks.
Continue? ([y]es, [n]o, or [p]review RAID layout) y
File system size 18.56 TB exceeds maximum 15.99 TB
Checking for additional space required to upgrade all writable 32-bit volumes in
aggregate aggr1 ......
Upgrading a volume to 64-bit consumes additional space. The following table shows
the space usage after each volume is upgraded to 64-bit:
Volume Name Used
Available
Capacity
----------- ------ -------------------vol1
500GB
0GB
100%
vol2
2000GB
0GB
100%
Adding the specified disks and upgrading the aggregate to 64-bit will add 7437GB of
usable space to the aggregate.
To initiate the 64-bit upgrade of aggregate aggr1, run this command with the
"normal" option.
Before initiating 64-bit upgrade with the "normal" option, increase volume sizes by
the following amounts to enable successful upgrade of the aggregate:
Volume Name
Additional Space Required for Upgrade
----------------------------------------------vol1
50GB
vol2(*)
300GB

1.

Initiate the 64-bit expansion process by adding the necessary disks on the 32-bit source aggregate to
grow the size of the aggregate beyond 16TB.

Example: To initiate 64-bit expansion on an aggregate aggr1:
filer> aggr add aggr1 -64bit-upgrade normal 10
Note: preparing to add 8 data disks and 2 parity disks.
Continue? ([y]es, [n]o, or [p]review RAID layout) y
File system size 18.56 TB exceeds maximum 15.99 TB
Checking for additional space required to upgrade all writable 32 -bit
volumes in aggregate aggr1 (Ctrl-C to interrupt).....
Addition of 10 disks to the aggregate has completed.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.start:notice]: The 64-bit upgrade scanner has started
running on volume vol1.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.start:notice]: The 64-bit upgrade scanner has started
running on volume vol2.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.start:notice]: The 64-bit upgrade scanner has started
running on aggregate aggr1.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.completed:notice]: The 64 -bit upgrade scanner has
completed running on volume vol1.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.completed:notice]: The 64 -bit upgrade scanner has
completed running on volume vol2.
[filer:wafl.scan.64bit.upgrade.completed:notice]: The 64-bit upgrade scanner has
completed running on aggregate aggr1..

1.

64-bit expansion starts on the source aggregate and then on the source volume.

2.

Monitor the status of the 64-bit expansion on the source aggregate and its volumes .
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Example: To monitor the status of the 64-bit expansion on an aggregate aggr1 and all its volumes:
filer*> aggr 64bit-upgrade status aggr1 -all
Volume Format
Scanner Status
% Completed
aggr1 upgrading running
6
inode 79 of 32781, private
vol1 upgrading running
10
inode 32664 of 32781, public
vol2 upgrading running
10
0, inode 32661 of 32781, public

Time to Completion
2976

Progress
fbn 0,

1719

fbn 0,

1736

fbn

1.

During the expansion process, volume SnapMirror updates will continue.

2.

The 64-bit expansion process completes on the source volume and it becomes 64-bit.

3.

The 64-bit expansion process completes on the source aggregate and it becomes 64-bit.

4.

Do not grow the size of the source volume beyond 16TB. Wait until the 64-bit expansion is complete
on the destination aggregate and the destination volume is grown beyond 16TB. This is because if
the size of the source volume is grown beyond 16TB before 64-bit expansion is complete on the
destination aggregate and before the destination volume can be grown beyond 16TB, the source
volume will be larger in size compared to the destination volume and this will cause volume
SnapMirror updates to fail.

5.

The volume SnapMirror relationship postexpansion will cause the 32-bit destination volume to inherit
the source volume’s 64-bit format. The destination volume is now in 64-bit format.

6.

Initiate the 64-bit expansion check process on the 32-bit destination aggregate to estimate the space
requirements for successfully expanding the aggregate and its volumes to 64-bit.

7.

Initiate the 64-bit expansion process by adding the necessary disks on the 32-bit destination
aggregate to grow the size of the aggregate beyond 16TB.

8.

The 64-bit expansion process starts on the destination aggregate.

9.

Monitor the status of the 64-bit expansion on the destination aggregate.

10. The 64-bit expansion process completes on the destination aggregate and the destination aggregate
becomes 64-bit.
Best Practice
Do not grow the source volume beyond 16TB until 64-bit expansion is complete on the destination
aggregate and the destination volume is grown beyond 16TB.

Reverting Source and Destination Systems Successfully to Data ONTAP 8.0
If you wish to revert System A and System B to Data ONTAP 8.0, follow these additional steps on both System A and
System B.

1.

Break the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volumes .

2.

The revert procedure requires that all Snapshot copies created before and after the Data ONTAP 8.1
upgrade be deleted on both System A and System B prior to a revert operation. Running the
revert_to command will list all the Snapshot copies that need to be deleted.

Example: A revert operation to Data ONTAP 8.0 on System A requires that the following Snapshot copies
be deleted.
Snapshot copies created before upgrading to Data ONTAP 8.1:
snap_for_revert
Snapshot copies created after upgrading to Data ONTAP 8.1:
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“snap_after_upgrade_32_1”, “snap_after_upgrade_32_2”, “snap_after_upgrade_32_3”, and
“filer(0118044641)_t est_volume.95” , “nightly.1“,”nightly.0”, “hourly.5 “, “hourly.4“,
“hourly.3“,”hourly.2”,”hourly.1 “,”hourly.0” , “snap_after_expansion_64_1”
filer> revert_to 8.0
CIFS must be terminated before doing "revert_to".
SnapVault must be turned off before doing "revert_to".
SnapMirror must be turned off before doing "revert_to".
Newer snapshots on volume test_volume that must be deleted prior to reverting:
snap_after_upgrade_32_1 snap_after_upgrade_32_ 2
snap_after_upgrade_32_3
filer(0118044641)_test_volume.95
snap_after_expansion_64_1
snap_for_revert nightly.1 hourly.5
hourly.4 hourly.3 hourly.2 nightly.0 hourly.1 hourly.0
SnapVault must be turned off on all vfilers.
Please address the above conditions, then try "revert_to" again.

1.

Once all the Snapshot copies listed by the revert_to command are deleted on both System A and
System B, successfully revert the source and the destination systems to Data ONTAP 8.0 using the
revert_to command.

Rebaseline the Volume SnapMirror Relationship After a Revert Operation
Successfully rebaseline the volume SnapMirror relationship between a 64-bit source volume and a 64-bit
destination volume using the snapmirror initialize command on the destination system.
Best Practice
To successfully revert to Data ONTAP 8.0, the aggregates and the volumes on both the source and the
destination systems need to have the same format type (either 32-bit on both the systems or 64-bit on
both the systems) in Data ONTAP 8.1.

Qtree SnapMirror Between 32-Bit and 64-Bit Aggregates
The following table provides an overview of possible replication between 32-bit and 64-bit aggregates
using qtree SnapMirror. Qtree SnapMirror replication is possible between volumes in 32-bit and 64-bit
aggregates regardless of the Data ONTAP version.
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Table 16) Qtree SnapMirror Interoperability Matrix.
Destination Volume

Data ONTAP

Source

8.0.x

8.1

8.2

Aggregate Type

32-Bit

64-Bit

32-Bit

64-Bit

32-Bit

64-Bit

32-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

64-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

32-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

64-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

32-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

64-Bit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8.0.x

Volume

8.1

8.2

3.17 SnapMirror over Fibre Channel
SnapMirror over Fibre Channel enables SnapMirror replication over a Fibre Channel SAN environment
and includes all the features that are available with SnapMirror over Ethernet. For specific product
requirements, refer to the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW. Also see
Requirements for SnapMirror over Fibre Channel on NOW.

4 Best Practices and Recommendations
The following best practices refer primarily to the asynchronous mode of SnapMirror. The best practices
for the synchronous mode of SnapMirror are covered in a separate technical report (TR-3326).

4.1

Growing Destination Volume

For volume SnapMirror, the destination volume must be same as or larger than the source volume.
Volume SnapMirror updates fail if the destination volume is smaller than the source volume. The best
practice is to keep the source and destination volumes the same size to avoid any potential issues in
failover and failback scenarios, because the source and destination roles are reversed during these
scenarios.
If the source volume size has been increased by autogrow or by manual process, the destination
volume needs to be matched with the source volume. There are different ways to handle the s ize
mismatch. The first way is to provision the destination volume larger than the potential size to which the
source volume would ever grow. In this scenario, the SnapMirror update matches the source volume size
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because the underlying volume has sufficient space. If the destination volume is not provisioned to have
enough space, then turn the fs_size_fixed option off on the destination volume and then resize the
destination volume to the same size as the source volume by using the vol size command. The next
SnapMirror update command will then match the destination volume size as the same size as the source
volume.

4.2

SnapMirror Window Size, Network Latency, and Compression

SnapMirror window size is the amount of data that a source can send on a connection before it requires
acknowledgment from the destination that the data was received. The default window size for SnapMirror
operations is 1,994,752 bytes (2MB). NetApp generally does not recommend changing the window size. If
the replication is occurring over a lossy network, TCP has automatic window sizing adjustments. On the
other hand, if you have a network link that is very large with high latency, a larger window size might yield
higher throughput.

Window Size Changes in Data ONTAP 7.3.2
Starting in Data ONTAP 7.3.2, the SnapMirror window size has been increased for volume SnapMirror.
See the following table for details on SnapMirror window sizes for different Data ONTAP versions.
Volume SnapMirror Window Size Limits
This section describes the maximum SnapMirror window size limits for volume SnapMirror for various
Data ONTAP versions. Qtree SnapMirror has a window size limit of 2MB regardless of the Data ONTAP
version.
Table 17) Volume SnapMirror window size.

Data ONTAP Version

Mode

Maximum Window Size

Data ONTAP 7.2

Single-path

2MB

Multipath

2MB

Single-path

2MB

Multipath

2MB

Single-path

7MB

Multipath

14MB

Data ONTAP 7.3.0*

Data ONTAP 7.3.2

*Patches are available for Data ONTAP 7.3.0 and 7.3.1 versions to increase the window size limits
from 2MB to 7MB (single-path) and 14MB (multipath).
A multipath configuration increases the maximum window size up to 14MB. Multipath configurations are
discussed in section 2.10.

SnapMirror Window Size and Throughput
The maximum possible throughput is defined by the following equations:
Maximum Throughput = Window Size / Round Trip Time (RTT)
Or Window Size = Max. Theoretical Throughput X Round Trip Time
The above equations show that as the round trip time increases, the maximum possible throughput
decreases unless SnapMirror window size is increased.
This section explores this equation with two different networks.
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Link 2: OC-12 link (622 Mbps) with 100ms RTT

Required window size to fully utilize Link 1 = 155Mbps X 100ms = 1,937,500 bytes
Because the default window size is greater than this value, no changes need to be made in the
configuration file.
Required window size to fully use Link 2 = 622Mbps X 100ms = 7,775,000 bytes
Because the required window size (7,775,000 bytes) is greater than the default window size (2MB), and if
you need SnapMirror to fully use the link, you must configure SnapMirror with the larger window size, as
shown in the following example.
Example of /etc/ snapmirror.conf file:
pumpkin=multi (192.168.0.1, 192.168.0.2)( 192.168.1.1,192.168.1.2)
pumpkin:sourcevol orange:destvol wsize=7775000 0 * * *

Use the above formula to determine whether a larger-than-2MB window size is required. NetApp
recommends changing the window size in the SnapMirror configuration file only if a larger-than-2MB
window size is required.

SnapMirror Window Size and Compression
This section discusses the effects of network compression on SnapMirror window size. SnapMirror has a
built-in flow control mechanism at the application layer to determine how much data to pass on to the next
layer. The network compression occurs between the application layer and the network layer. Because the
fact that the flow control mechanism is at the application layer, the flow control is based on uncompressed
data. It is unaware that compression is occurring at the next layer. Therefore the previous formula needs
to be modified when compression is enabled.
Window Size = Max. Theoretical Throughput X Round Trip Time X Compression Ratio
Assume that the dataset has a compression ratio of 2:1. Using the 155Mbps link with 100ms RTT
example, calculate the required window size to fully use the pipe:
Required window size = 155 Mbps X 100ms X 2 = ~3,875,000 bytes
Example of /etc/ snapmirror.conf file:
pumpkin=multi (192.168.0.1, 192.168.0.2)( 192.168.1.1,192.168.1.2)
pumpkin:sourcevol orange:destvol compression=enable,wsize=7775000 0 * * *

Finally, note that synchronous replication in general is not feasible over large distances such as wide area
networks, which typically have large round-trip time and packet loss, resulting in performance impact on
the primary workload. Therefore, window size does not become an issue in synchronous replication
scenarios.

4.3

Replication Network Configuration

When possible, use a private network between source and destination for replication purpose. This
isolates replication traffic from the client traffic. Otherwise, these two types of traffic compete for
bandwidth. Sometimes, SnapMirror might need to be throttled for two primary reasons: to decrease WAN
bandwidth use by SnapMirror and to decrease the storage system’s resource consumption by
SnapMirror. To figure out the amount of bandwidth required, follow these simple steps:
1.

Find out the peak data change rate (using snap delta command).

2.

Find out the RPO (or SnapMirror update interval).

Once you have the above, you can calculate the minimum theoretical required bandwidth. An example
follows.
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Assume you have a dataset of 1TB with a daily change rate of 5% (or 50GB per day or 2GB/hour).
Assume your RPO requirement is 1 hour. This means that you will need to complete the SnapMirror
transfer of 2GB in 1 hour or approximately 4.7Mbps. This is the minimum theoretical bandwidth required
to complete the SnapMirror transfer. The actual throughput will depend on the storage system utilization,
round trip latency of the network link, and the network pipe utilization by other applications.
Also keep in mind that data change rate is not uniform throughout the day even though the above
example assumes the same data change rate throughout the 24-hour period. Use the peak data change
rate in your scenario to calculate the minimum bandwidth requirement.

4.4

Replication Frequency and Snapshot Schedules

Although it is possible to perform replication updates every minute, NetApp does not recommend it. The
first step in a SnapMirror update involves computation of changed blocks. This can be a CPU-intensive
process. The storage system can spend a lot of time computing changed blocks when SnapMirror
updates are set up to run every minute on several volumes. This in turn can affect the primary workloads.
The other issue is that the entire SnapMirror update process must finish within the minute for all the
volumes before the next update starts again. There might not be sufficient time to calculate the block
changes and transfer the data within this short period. Therefore, NetApp does not recommend
asynchronous SnapMirror updates at every minute.
If the RPO requirements are very low (<3 minutes or so), consider using SnapMirror Semi-Sync. For more
information, refer to the design guidelines in TR-3326, “SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync
Overview and Design Considerations,” on NOW.
For optimal performance, verify that the SnapMirror updates and Snapshot schedules (snap sched) do
not occur at the same time.

4.5

Destination Qtree Names

Destination qtree names cannot contain wildcards and special characters. There is also a 64-character
limit on the length of names. A qtree name must be present and appended to the full volume path. The
full qtree path must also be preceded with /vol before the volume name that the qtree resides in. For
non-qtree data, “-” is specified in place of the qtree name. This replicates all the data in the volume that is
not in a qtree to a qtree. This can have an impact on mount points because the data paths have changed.

4.6

Many-to-One Configuration

When several systems are replicating data to a single system, verify that the destination storage system
can service the combined write throughput requirements of all source systems.

4.7

Upgrading to Flexible Volumes

For volume SnapMirror, the source and destination volumes must be "like" volumes; that is, both source
and destination must be either traditional or flexible volumes. In keeping with this requirement, the source
and destination volumes need to be upgraded simultaneously. Furthermore, because the destination is a
read-only volume, for migration purposes the destination volume must be writable so that a container file
can be created. Therefore, the SnapMirror relationship must be broken prior to starting the migration
process. After starting the migration process on the source and destination volumes, the SnapMirror
relationship can be resumed.

4.8

Unicode

Directories on all SnapMirror source volumes that support CIFS clients must be in Unicode format before
being replicated to a destination; otherwise, the directories in the read-only destination volume will not be
in Unicode format and attempts through CIFS to access directories and open files on the destination
volume might receive "access denied" errors. This is true in qtree SnapMirror deployments only.
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4.9

High-File-Count Environments and Qtree SnapMirror

A high-file-count (HFC) environment is defined as any single volume containing millions of files. The
filestats command helps identify HFC environments. The command requires CPU time, so it should
be run during low I/O periods. When using qtree SnapMirror in an HFC environment, follow these
guidelines.
Avoid HFC with numerous qtrees. Each qtree triggers an additional scan of changed inodes. NetApp
recommends that users stay under two qtrees in HFC environments.


Avoid HFC and large directories with applications that generate lots of activity in each of these
directories.



Avoid HFC and many small directories with applications that generate lots of activity in each of these
directories.

4.10 Read Performance on a FlexVol Volume SnapMirror Destination
When a volume SnapMirror update finishes in a FlexVol configuration, the destination storage system
launches a process to recreate the fast-path metadata so that it is consistent with the FlexVol and
aggregate layout on the destination storage system. During metadata creation, read performance on a
flexible volume that is a volume SnapMirror destination might be significantly worse than that experienced
from a flexible volume that is not a volume SnapMirror destination. This does not affect qtree SnapMirror,
a flexible volume SnapMirror source, or volume SnapMirror for traditional volumes.
When this process finishes, reads to the SnapMirror destination use the normal fast path, and read
performance on the destination flexible volume returns to normal.
This read performance issue might affect two classic scenarios: 1) users who need immediate access to
the volume SnapMirror FlexVol destination soon after an update is completed, and 2) users who perform
tape backups from the destination volume soon after an update is completed. Slow performance is seen
until the process completes recreation of the fast-path metadata.
Best Practice
To minimize impact due to read performance, NetApp recommends Data ONTAP 7.2.4 or later.

4.11 Data ONTAP Upgrade and Revert Considerations
When upgrading and reverting between major Data ONTAP versions, exercise caution when deleting
Snapshot copies that exist in the older Data ONTAP version. To successfully resync the volume
SnapMirror relationship after performing a revert operation, it is required that a common Snapshot copy
exists on both the source and the destination volumes. If a common Snapshot copy does not exist, then a
rebaseline is needed to establish the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the
destination volumes.

Upgrade/Revert Considerations for Systems Containing Either 32-Bit Aggregates or 64Bit Aggregates
System A is the source system running Data ONTAP 8.0 containing a 32-bit volume in a 32-bit aggregate.
System B is the destination system running Data ONTAP 8.0 containing a 32-bit volume in a 32-bit
aggregate. There is an existing volume SnapMirror relationship between the source volume and the
destination volume. The user desires to upgrade System A and System B to Data ONTAP 8.1. The user
also desires to revert both systems to Data ONTAP 8.0 if needed.
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Upgrade Procedure
1.

Manually create a Snapshot copy called snap_for_revert on the source volume on System A. This is
important because hourly, daily, weekly, and SnapMirror Snapshot copies are recycled over time.

2.

Perform a volume SnapMirror update to the destination volume on System B.

3.

Verify that the manually created Snapshot copy snap_for_revert on the source volume has been
replicated to the destination volume.

4.

Quiesce the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volume.

5.

Upgrade System A and System B to Data ONTAP 8.1.

6.

Resume the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source volume and the destination volume.

7.

Continue to perform the necessary volume SnapMirror updates to the destination volume on System
B.

Revert Procedure
We assume that the user desires to revert both systems to Data ONTAP 8.0.
1.

Break the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volume.

2.

The revert procedure requires that all the Snapshot copies created after the Data ONTAP 8.1
upgrade be deleted on both System A and System B prior to a revert operation. Running the
revert_to command will list all the Snapshot copies that need to be deleted.

Example: A revert operation to Data ONTAP 8.0 on System A requires that the following Snapshot copies
be deleted.
Snapshot copies created after upgrading to Data ONTAP 8.1:
“snap_after_upgrade_32_1”, “snap_after_upgrade_32_2”, “snap_after_upgrade_32_3”, and
“filer(0118044641)_t est_volume.95”, “nightly.1“,”nightly.0”, “hourly.5 “, “hourly.4“,
“hourly.3“,”hourly.2”,”hourly.1 “,”hourly.0”
filer> revert_to 8.0
CIFS must be terminated before doing "revert_to".
SnapVault must be turned off before doing "revert_to".
SnapMirror must be turned off before doing "revert_to".
Newer snapshots on volume test_volume that must be deleted prior to reverting:
snap_after_upgrade_32_1 snap_after_upgrade_32_2
snap_after_upgrade_32_3
filer(0118044641)_test_volume.95 nightly.1 hourly.5
hourly.4 hourly.3 hourly.2 nightly.0 hourly.1 hourly.0
SnapVault must be turned off on all vfilers.
Please address the above conditions, then try "revert_to" again.

1.

Once all the Snapshot copies listed by the revert_to command are deleted on both System A and
System B, successfully revert the source and the destination systems to Data ONTAP 8.0 using the
revert_to command.

Resync the Volume SnapMirror Relationship
Successfully resync the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volumes
using the manually created Snapshot copy snap_for_revert in step 1 of the Upgrade Procedure and by
running the snapmirror resync command on System B. All the changes since the Snapshot copy
snap_for_revert will then be transferred to the destination volume.
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Best Practice
Manually create a Snapshot copy on the source volume running the older Data ONTAP version and
replicate it to the destination volume before both the source and the destination systems are upgraded
to a new Data ONTAP version. This will enable you to successfully resync the volume SnapMirror
relationship between the source and the destination volumes in case a revert operation is desired on
both the source and the destination systems.

Upgrade/Revert Considerations for Systems When 32-bit Aggregates Are Expanded to
64-Bit Aggregates
For the above scenario, if the source and the destination aggregates were to be expanded to 64-bit after
upgrading both systems to Data ONTAP 8.1, then refer to the scenario Reverting Source and
Destination Systems Successfully to Data ONTAP 8.0 in section 3.16, “64-Bit Aggregates,” for
more information on how to successfully revert the systems to Data ONTAP 8.0. You can also learn how
to rebaseline the volume SnapMirror relationship between the source and the destination volumes.

4.12 SnapMirror Network Compression Considerations
CPU Overhead
Compression versus decompression. SnapMirror network compression and decompression
processing result in some CPU overhead. In general, CPU overhead due to decompression is roughly
40% less than the CPU overhead due to compression.
Transfer times. If the goals are to keep the SnapMirror transfer time constant and to lower the network
bandwidth utilization, the dataset with the highest compression ratio has the lowest CPU overhead and
uses the lowest bandwidth. This is because the highest compression ratio results in the lowest amount of
work to be done to meet the fixed amount of transfer window. In this case, the CPU overhead can be as
low as 10% due to compression. For example, assume a dataset that yields 2:1 compression and that
without network compression the SnapMirror update takes one hour using a bandwidth of 100Mb/sec.
With network compression enabled only 50Mb/sec bandwidth is needed to achieve the same transfer
time. Because over-the-wire throughput is lower, CPU utilization due to network processing is decreased,
compensating for the increased CPU used by compression.
If the goal is to lower the SnapMirror transfer time by making all the bandwidth available, the dataset with
the highest compression may result in the highest amount of CPU overhead and finish the transfer in the
lowest amount of time. For example, consider the same dataset as above with 2:1 compression in which
an update without compression takes one hour using a bandwidth of 100Mb/sec. With network
compression enabled, the transfer completes in 30 minutes. Because the work is completed faster by
using the entire bandwidth, network processing overhead is higher, and the SnapMirror processing must
also be completed in half the time. If CPU utilization is too high, you can use SnapMirror throttling (either
per transfer or global) to adjust the throughput so that CPU utilization does not go too high. The following
figure summarizes the effects of compression on total transfer time for our three datasets.
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Figure 8) Transfer times for various datasets.

Compression ratio. Another factor that affects CPU overhead is the compression ratio achievable for a
dataset. If a dataset yields a high compression ratio, the total amount of effort to compress and send it
over the wire is less compared to a dataset that is hard to compress. In contrast, if you don’t throttle
bandwidth for a transfer, a dataset with a high compression ratio could require a lot of compression work
to fill the pipe, raising CPU utilization. For example, to fill a 100Mb/sec pipe with Oracle data that
compresses at 3.5:1, your storage system would have to compress data at a rate of 350Mb/sec . Filling
the same pipe with Exchange data that compresses at 1.5:1 would only require a
compression/decompression rate of 150Mb/sec. If the goals are to keep the SnapMirror transfer time
constant and to lower the network bandwidth utilization, the dataset with the highest compression ratio
has the lowest CPU overhead and uses the lowest bandwidth.
The following figure shows the interdependence between data transfer time, network bandwidth consumption, and
CPU overhead. Decreasing transfer time necessarily consumes more network bandwi dth and system CPU
resources. The CPU overhead in the reduced transfer time case depends on the bandwidth and the FAS platform
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Figure 9) Relationship between CPU overhead, transfer time, and network bandwidth.

Platform Throughput Limits and Network Bandwidth
Compression is CPU intensive and therefore each FAS platform has limitations on compression
throughput. The following table shows approximate compression throughput limits. At these limits, almost
all of the FAS systems’ processing cores are being used by compression.
Table 18) Compression throughput limits.

Storage Platform

Maximum Recommended Bandwidth for
Compression

FAS2020, FAS2050, and FAS3020

60Mb/sec

FAS2040, FAS3050, FAS3040, FAS3140,
FAS6030, and FAS6040

120Mb/sec

FAS3160, FAS3070, FAS3170, FAS6070

240Mb/sec

FAS6080

500Mb/sec

Keep in mind these per-system compression throughput limits when deploying SnapMirror network
compression in medium- or high-bandwidth environments. If the available bandwidth for replication
exceeds the compression throughput limits in a single-system environment, the benefits of compression
may not be realized.

5 Network-Free Seeding
Network-free seeding is defined as the initial data transfer between the SnapMirror source and
destination without the use of a network. This is extremely useful in limited network bandwidth scenarios
such as wide area networks. Since the initial SnapMirror transfer involves the entire data transfer in a
given volume or qtree, this can take a very long time over a small network pipe. SnapMirror supports
network-free seeding with the use of two technologies—SnapMirror to tape and LREP.
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5.1

SnapMirror to Tape

SnapMirror to tape (SM2T) gives users the ability to perform the initial full-volume transfer of a SnapMirror
volume by using tapes. The user can transfer the contents of a source volume to tapes. When the tapes
have been created, remote volumes can be “seeded” with the source volume data by shipping these
tapes to the remote locations and restoring their contents to the target volumes. After the initial data has
been transferred to the target volumes from tapes, subsequent incremental transfers are performed over
the network. This feature can significantly reduce the data transfer over the WAN and the amount of time
required to initialize a SnapMirror target volume. SnapMirror to tape does not support incremental
™
transfers and is not intended for backups or data archiving. Symantec NetBackup 4.5 and later can also
be used to control the SnapMirror to tape operations.

Restrictions
Only a baseline transfer to tape, not incremental, is currently supported. There is no way to get just the
changed blocks since the last backup, as you can with the snapmirror update command. SM2T also
transfers all Snapshot copies in the volume and the active file system. There is no way to select a single
Snapshot copy when you know that an application or file system was consistent (unlike with an NDMP based application).
SM2T works only with volumes and is based on volume SnapMirror. Therefore, backup and restore work
only between volumes of the same type (both flexible or both traditional volumes). Because SM2T is
based on volume SnapMirror, SM2T has the same version restrictions as volume SnapMirror.
Note:

5.2

When using SM2T, using the –g option allows you to specify the destination geometry at the time
of writing the tape with snapmirror store. This is to mitigate any performance issues with disk
geometry mismatch. This only applies to traditional volumes.

LREP

LREP is a logical replication tool that is useful for qtree SnapMirror or SnapVault initial transfers (also
commonly referred to as seeding baselines). Like SnapMirror to tape, LREP is used to perform the initial
transfer (the baseline) to portable media. The portable media is shipped to the remote site and is then
written locally there. No network bandwidth is used, only a manual process of moving the media. Once
the data is on the destination system, modify the SnapMirror relationship to reflect the actual source and
destination relationship.
Two utilities are required for the entire LREP process: lrep_writer is used at the location of the
destination system and lrep_reader is used at the source system.
While SnapMirror to tape runs on Data ONTAP, LREP is available for open systems clients such as
®
®
®
Windows , UNIX , and Linux . LREP can also use a disk drive or even a FAS system as the “portable”
media.
The latest LREP tool and user guide can be downloaded from the NOW ToolChest.

6 Summary of SnapMirror Changes in Data ONTAP 7.3, 8.0.1, 8.1,
8.1.1, and 8.2
This section summarizes key changes in SnapMirror in Data ONTAP 7.3, 8.0.1, 8.1, 8.1.1, and 8.2. For a
complete list, see the release notes and the product documentation in the “Data Protection Online Backup
and Recovery Guide” on NOW.
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6.1

Summary of Changes in Data ONTAP 7.3

Increased Concurrent Transfers
Data ONTAP 7.3 allows increases in concurrent SnapMirror transfers for asynchronous modes. This
applies to both volume and qtree SnapMirror. The increase depends on the platform. For example,
FAS3050 allows 16 concurrent volume SnapMirror transfers in Data ONTAP 7.2 versus 50 concurrent
volume SnapMirror transfers in Data ONTAP 7.3. Both of these numbers are without the NearStore option
license.
In Data ONTAP 7.2, the concurrent transfers are halved when ATA dis ks are present in the system unless
the NearStore option license is installed. For example, in Data ONTAP 7.2, FAS3050 allows 16
concurrent volume SnapMirror transfers with FC-only drives and 8 concurrent volume SnapMirror
transfers when ATA drives are present. Data ONTAP 7.3 removes this limitation. Therefore, a FAS3050
allows 50 volume SnapMirror concurrent streams regardless of the type of drive present in the system.
SnapMirror Sync and Semi-Sync do not have increased concurrent streams in Data ONTAP 7. 3.

Efficient Use of Multiprocessor Systems
SnapMirror Async in Data ONTAP 7.3 efficiently uses multiprocessor systems. This mitigates or
eliminates domain bottleneck issues. SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync do not have these
improvements in Data ONTAP 7.3.

Efficient Computation of Changed Blocks
A SnapMirror update involves computation of changed blocks prior to the transfer. This can take a long
time for very large volumes. If the volume has minimal changes, the computation time can be longer than
the transfer time.
SnapMirror in Data ONTAP 7.3 employs a more efficient comparison of the active map file to find the
changed blocks. This results in significantly faster computation of changed blocks .

6.2

Summary of Changes in Data ONTAP 8.0.1

FlexClone Enhancements
Starting with Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode, FlexClone volumes can be replicated using volume SnapMirror
without loss of storage efficiency on the destination system as long as the parent volume of the FlexClone
volume is also replicated.
For more information, refer to section 8.3, “Replicating FlexClone Volumes.”

Out-of-Order Frame Delivery Support for SnapMirror over Fibre Channel
Starting with Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode, out-of-order frame delivery is supported for SnapMirror over
Fibre Channel. Enabling support for out-of-order frame delivery on the SnapMirror source and destination
systems changes the default system behavior to allow processing of out -of-order frames. When enabled,
the out-of-order frame delivery makes use of several Inter-Switch Links for frame transfers and enables
uninterrupted SnapMirror transfers regardless of the order in which the frames are delivered.
For more information refer to the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW.
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6.3

Summary of Changes in Data ONTAP 8.1

Volume SnapMirror between 32-Bit and 64-Bit Aggregates
Starting in Data ONTAP 8.1 it is possible to create volume SnapMirror relationships between volumes in
32-bit and 64-bit aggregates. Examples follow.
1.

Volume SnapMirror relationship between a 32-bit source volume in a 32-bit aggregate and a 64-bit
destination volume in a 64-bit aggregate

2.

Volume SnapMirror relationship between a 64-bit source volume (<=16TB) in a 64-bit aggregate and
32-bit destination volume in a 32-bit aggregate

Please refer to the compatibility spreadsheet on the Field Portal for all the supported VSM relationships
across different formats and Data ONTAP versions.
For more information, refer section 3.16 “64-bit Aggregates”.
Removed Licensing Fees for Synchronous and Semi -Synchronous SnapMirror
No additional license fees need to be paid to use Synchronous or Semi-Synchronous SnapMirror. Up to
and including Data ONTAP 8.0, a snapmirror_sync license key, in addition to the standard SnapMirror
license, needs to be installed on each NetApp system where synchronous or semi -synchronous mode is
desired. From Data ONTAP 8.1 onwards, just a SnapMirror license will unlock both synchronous and
semi-synchronous modes of replication. See the Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide for
more information about the special license key on the NOW site.

6.4

Summary of Changes in Data ONTAP 8.1.1

Starting in Data ONTAP 8.1.1 7-Mode:
1.

In VSM, QSM, and SnapVault, transfers from vm-align set source volumes are allowed only when the
destination has the same vm-align value.

2.

SnapVault support for non-default vFiler units.

3.

Hybrid aggregates are supported in VSM, QSM, and SnapVault.

6.5

®

Summary of Changes in Data ONTAP 8.2

Starting in Data ONTAP 8.2 7-Mode:
1.

The number of NFS version 4 ACEs (Access Control Entries) per ACL (Access Control List) support
has increased from 400 to 1,024.

2.

In VSM, when autogrow increases the size of the source volume of a SnapMirror relationship, t he
destination volume also automatically increases in size.

7 SnapMirror Management
®

The most common methods to manage SnapMirror are CLI and the FilerView tool. These methods work
very well in small environments with a handful of systems. In large environments, these two methods
become tedious and cumbersome to use.

Protection Manager
Protection Manager provides policy-based management and automated data protection configurations.
Automation and policy-based management approaches reduce the possibility of us er errors. Protection
Manager also provides a holistic view of the NetApp disk -based data protection status. Protection
Manager runs within the NetApp Management Console alongside Performance Advisor and Provisioning
Manager. Protection Manager can detect, manage, and monitor SnapMirror, SnapVault, and Open
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Systems SnapVault relationships. Currently, Protection Manager cannot manage SnapMirror Sync and
SnapMirror Semi-Sync.

Concepts
Protection Manager uses three fundamental concepts: policies, resource pools, and datasets.
A policy is a rule that describes how to protect data. Protection Manager helps define policies in a
graphical and intuitive manner. The policy can be applied to a volume, a LUN, or a user-defined group
called a dataset. An example of a dataset is a group of LUNs that support the same application. The
policies define the protection levels of the datasets to a group of resources called resource pools.
Figure 10) Examples of policies.

Note:

Mirrors defined in Protection Manager use volume SnapMirror, and backup definition uses qtree
SnapMirror.

Protection Manager also allows setting up throttle schedules to limit network bandwidth used by the mirror
and backup operations. Once the schedule is created, the schedule can be applied to one or numerous
policies.

Data Conformance and Monitoring
Protection Manager provides a conformance monitor that regularly checks for dataset conformance to a
policy. Datasets are marked as either in conformance or out of conformance. When the conformance
change is detected, Protection Manager can attempt to perform corrective steps to bring the dataset back
into conformance or notify the administrator of the conformance changes.
Protection Manager also allows the administrator to monitor data protection status and to set alerts when
certain conditions are met. These conditions can be failed data protection tasks or when SnapMirror lag
times exceed certain thresholds.

Disaster Recovery
Protection Manager 3.7 provides a new DR management feature t hat allows the user to apply a DRcapable policy to a dataset. DR-capable datasets have attributes such as failover readiness and
capabilities such as automated failover, and they export the DR volumes to the DR clients. DR failover
readiness is shown on the dashboard with the status. The following figures show the failover readiness
dashboard and DR-capable attribute of various datasets.
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Figure 11) Failover readiness dashboard.

Figure 12) Disaster-recovery-capable attribute of datasets.

There is also a new disaster recovery tab in Protection Manager 3.7. Only DR-capable datasets are listed
under this tab. Four important action buttons are available. The Failover button makes the DR volumes
writable by breaking the SnapMirror relationships. The Test button verifies that the failover scripts work
properly without doing a failover. The Update button performs a SnapMirror update. The Cancel button
cancels a failover task. Protection Manager 3.7 does not provide automated failback. This can be done
using the CLI.
For more information about Protection Manager, refer to the administration guide on NOW.
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8 Use of SnapMirror with Other NetApp Products
Figure 13) NetApp Manageability Suite

8.1

NetApp Manageability Suite

Application and Database Suite
The NetApp Manageability Application Suite consists of SnapManager® for Exchange, SnapManager for
®
®
SharePoint Server, and SnapManager for SAP . The NetApp Manageability Database Suite consists of
®
SnapManager for Oracle and SnapManager for SQL Server . The SnapManager Suite integrates with
key applications, thereby reducing the risks associated with backups and provides more flexibility in
streamlining IT operations.
The SnapManager Suite can be used to take consistent backups by leveraging the application
integration. With the use of NetApp Snapshot technology, SnapMirror can be used to extend the
protection by replicating these consistent backups to a different storage system located either within the
data center or to another data center located on the campus or at a remote DR site.
Within the SnapManager Suite, SnapManager for Exchange offers the most comprehensive integration
with SnapMirror, providing the ability to automatically replicate the consistent Snapshot copies by using
SnapMirror. SnapManager for Exchange 5.0 also provides automated failover for Exchange
environments.
For more information, refer to section 11, “References.”

Server Suite
The NetApp Manageability Server Suite includes SnapManager for Virtual Infrastructure, Virtual File
®
Manager, and SnapDrive management software (for Windows, UNIX, and Linux).
SnapManager for Virtual Infrastructure provides storage and virtual infrastructure administrators with an
®
®
automated solution for data protection and recovery of virtual machines in a VMware ESX environment.
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®

This is achieved by integrating NetApp Snapshot, SnapRestore , and SnapMirror for automated backup
and recovery of data stores.
®

®

Virtual File Manager (VFM ) software is a comprehensive and integrated solution for file services. It
uniquely provides nondisruptive storage consolidation, remote office data management, disaster
recovery, and data lifecycle management through policy -based management, leveraging a global
namespace for file services environments. VFM is tightly integrated with NetApp SnapMirror to provide a
rich set of data management capabilities.
Figure 14) Nondisruptive DR testing, dev, training with SnapMirror and FlexClone.

SnapDrive automates storage provisioning tasks and simplifies the process of taking error-free, hostconsistent data Snapshot copies. SnapDrive provides a server-aware alternative to maintaining manual
host connections to underlying NetApp storage systems. It reduces the risk of data disruption and
increases storage management flexibility, delivering higher productivity and utilization.
SnapDrive for Windows and SnapDrive for UNIX can be used for managing (creating, deleting, and
renaming) Snapshot copies on the source volume of SnapMirror. Any changes to Snapshot copies on the
source system are immediately made visible on the destination system.
In general, SnapDrive is well integrated with volume SnapMirror. For example, SnapDrive for Windows
can create a rolling Snapshot copy and then perform a volume SnapMirror update. SnapDrive for UNIX
cannot perform any SnapMirror operations. Also, SnapDrive neither has integration with qtree SnapMirror
nor does it support qtree-level SnapMirror operations.
For more information, refer to the “SnapDrive for Windows” and the “SnapDrive for Windows Installation
and Administration Guide” on NOW.

8.2

FlexClone for DR Test and Development

Starting with Data ONTAP 7G, storage administrators have access to a powerful new feature that allows
them to instantly create clones of a flexible volume. A FlexClone volume is a writable point-in-time image
of a flexible volume or another FlexClone volume. These volumes take only a few seconds to create and
do not cause interruption to the parent flexible volume. FlexClone volumes use space very efficiently,
leveraging the Data ONTAP architecture to store only data that changes between the parent and clone
volumes. FlexClone offers substantial space savings for work environments that require multiple copies of
the same data, such as source trees, chip simulations, and weather simulations, without causing any
performance bottlenecks.
FlexClone also makes it possible to create a writable volume from a read-only SnapMirror destination
without interrupting the SnapMirror replication process and the production operations . A FlexClone
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volume can also be split from its parent to create a new standalone volume. Cloning is available only with
flexible volumes, not with traditional volumes. Cloning does not require any special hardware. However,
the storage system must have the flex_clone license installed.

Volume SnapMirror, SnapDrive, and FlexClone
When a clone is created on a volume SnapMirror destination volume, Data ONTAP locks the Snapshot
copy that the clone is based on. This means that users cannot delete this Snapshot copy. This is done to
protect the clone. There is also a soft lock on the corresponding Snapshot copy on the SnapMirror source
system. Data ONTAP will not delete this Snapshot copy; however, the user can delete this Snapshot copy
on the SnapMirror source volume. If the user deletes the Snapshot copy on the source volume, t he next
SnapMirror update fails because it attempts and fails to delete the corresponding Snapshot on the
destination volume. All SnapMirror updates to the destination volume continue to fail until the clone is
destroyed or split. Use caution when deleting Snapshot copies when SnapMirror and FlexClone are
involved.
Also, if a FlexClone volume is created from a Snapshot copy in the destination volume that is not the
most recent copy, and therefore has locked down the Snapshot copy, if that Snapshot copy no l onger
exists on the source volume, every update attempts to delete the copy on the destination. In this case, all
SnapMirror updates to the destination volume will fail until the clone is destroyed or split. This does not
occur if the clone is created from the most recent Snapshot copy in the SnapMirror destination, because
that copy still exists in the source volume.
SnapDrive for Windows creates rolling Snapshot copies on the source volume. When SnapDrive creates
a new rolling Snapshot copy, it deletes the old rolling Snapshot copy. Therefore if a FlexClone volume is
created on the SnapMirror destination using the SnapDrive rolling Snapshot copy, the next SnapDrive
update will delete the corresponding Snapshot copy on the source volume and SnapMirror updat es will
fail from that point onward. There are two ways around this issue. See the best practices below.
Best Practices for Volume SnapMirror


Do not create FlexClone volumes on the destination from scheduled Snapshot copies .



Create FlexClone volumes on the destination from manually created Snapshot copies .



If you wish to create FlexClone volumes on the destination from SnapDrive created rolling
Snapshot copies, do one of the following:





Perform a manual SnapMirror update following the creation of the FlexClone volume. This
update process will propagate a soft lock on the corresponding Snapshot copy on the source
system. The next SnapDrive update will then create another rolling Snapshot copy without
deleting the Snapshot copy that has a soft lock associated with it.



Rename the rolling Snapshot copy created by SnapDrive before creating the FlexClone
volume. This step will help SnapDrive not delete this renamed Snapshot copy.

Do not create FlexClone volumes on the destination using the volume SnapMirror Snapshot
copies. If you have to create FlexClone volumes from volume SnapMirror Snapshot copies, use the
latest SnapMirror Snapshot copy.


Do not delete the Snapshot copies on the source if a FlexClone volume exists on the
destination using the corresponding Snapshot copy.

Qtree SnapMirror and FlexClone
There are a few key behaviors that are different when creating FlexClone volumes on a qtree SnapMirror
destination system.
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volume. Deleting that Snapshot copy on the source volume has no impact on the replication or the
destination volume. Therefore, the advantage of qtree SnapMirror is that a FlexClone volume can live
for a long time on the SnapMirror destination system without space implications on the source
system.


If a Snapshot copy is not specified when creating a FlexClone volume on the qtree SnapMirror
destination volume, the vol clone command creates a new Snapshot copy on that volume.



If a FlexClone volume is created using the qtree SnapMirror baseline Snapshot copy, the qtree in the
FlexClone volume will be writable.



If a FlexClone volume is created on the qtree SnapMirror destination volume without specifying a
backing Snapshot copy for the clone creation, a separate SnapMirror relationship appears in the
snapmirror status command output. Following is an example that demonstrates this behavior. In
the example below, there is a qtree SnapMirror relationship between fas1:/vol/vol1/qt1 and
fas2:/vol/vol4/qt1.
Below is the snapmirror status output for the relationship:
fas1:/vol/vol1/qt1 fas2:/vol/vol4/qt1
Transferring (294 MB done)

Snapmirrored

2689:49:43

A FlexClone volume called c2 is created from the parent volume vol4.
fas2> vol clone create c2 -b vol4
A new relationship for the FlexClone volume appears in the snapmirror status command output:
fas1:/vol/vol1/qt1

fas2:/vol/c2/qt1

fas1:/vol/vol1/qt1 fas2:/vol/vol4/qt1
Transferring (1232 MB done)
Note:

Snapmirrored

2689:51:31

Snapmirrored

2689:51:31

Idle

The new FlexClone SnapMirror relationship does not impact the qt ree SnapMirror relationship
belonging to the parent volume.

The qtree in the FlexClone volume c2 is read-only whereas the FlexClone volume itself is writable.
In order to make the qtree in the FlexClone volume writable, quiesce and break operations must be
performed on the FlexClone volume relationship. The original qtree SnapMirror relationship remains
unaffected.
fas2> snapmirror quiesce /vol/c2/qt1
fas2> snapmirror break /vol/c2/qt1
snapmirror break: Destination /vol/c2/qt1 is now writable.
Best Practices for Qtree SnapMirror


SnapMirror updates require a common SnapMirror Snapshot copy. Therefore, do not delete
SnapMirror Snapshot copies on either the source or the destination system.



FlexClone volumes are backed by the Snapshot copy from which they are created. The backing
Snapshot copy is hard-locked (with a busy tag) and therefore cannot be deleted. Once the
FlexClone volume is destroyed, the lock is removed as well.

Splitting a Clone
Splitting a FlexClone volume from its parent removes the connection between the clone and its parent.
The administrator can split a FlexClone volume in a SnapMirror environment without affecting the
SnapMirror transfer, because it becomes an independent entity after the FlexClone volume is split. In fact,
it is a good idea to split clones that have been used for an extended period of time to avoid any impact on
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SnapMirror, especially if the source Snapshot copy could be deleted. Be aware that when the FlexClone
volume is split, all existing Snapshot copies of the FlexClone volume are deleted.

Destroying a Clone
If a FlexClone volume is not required any more, it can be directly destroyed without splitting it.

Prohibited Operations
FlexClone data resides in the parent Snapshot copy, so operations that would destroy the parent volume
are not allowed. The following operations are not allowed:


Destroy parent volume (but it can be taken offline).



Destroy parent and clone shared Snapshot copy.



Use vol copy over a parent volume.



Use snapmirror initialize over a parent volume.



Use snap restore with a parent volume.



Use snapmirror resync with a parent volume before Data ONTAP 7.3. SnapMirror resync is possible
to a parent volume in Data ONTAP 7.3, as long as the resync procedure does not delete the clone
snapshot.

Note:

8.3

Using a FlexClone volume as a SnapMirror destination requires Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode.

Replicating FlexClone Volumes

The previous section discusses use of FlexClone volumes on the SnapMirror destination system for DR
testing and development. Some environments make use of FlexClone volumes on the source system to
provide space-efficient copies of data for virtual machine clones for Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI),
data warehousing, local development and testing, and so on.
Figure 15) Use of FlexClone volumes on production system for test and development.

In many instances, the space-efficient copies contain critical data on the production system that warrants
replication for disaster recovery purposes. Before Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode, when a FlexClone volume
is replicated using volume SnapMirror, the FlexClone volume on the destination system requires
additional capacity that is equal to the size of the parent volume.
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Figure 16) Space efficient behavior when replicating FlexClone volumes before Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode.

Starting with Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7-Mode, FlexClone volumes can be replicated using volume SnapMirror
without the need for additional capacity on the destination system as long as the parent of the FlexClone
volume is also replicated. The following diagram illustrates the space-efficient attributes being propagated
on the SnapMirror destination system.
Figure 17) Space-efficient behavior when replicating FlexClone volumes starting with Data ONTAP 8.0.1 7Mode.

Setting Up Replication between FlexClone Volumes
The following steps are required for successful FlexClone volume replication while maintaining space
efficiency. The procedure assumes that a parent volume is already replicated to t he destination using
volume SnapMirror and that FlexClone volumes already exist at the source only.
The source system fas1 has a parent volume vol1 and a clone volume cl_vol1, which is based on the
Snapshot copy snap1. The source volume vol1 is replicated to a destination volume vol2 on the
system fas2.
1.

Verify that the base Snapshot copy of the FlexClone volume snap1 exists on the destination. This
can be verified by performing a SnapMirror update operation on fas2:vol2.
fas2> snap list vol2
Volume vol2
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working...
%/used

%/total date

name

---------- ---------- ------------ --------

2.

0% ( 0%)

0% ( 0%) Aug 27 14:25 fas2(0151745371)_vol2.6

0% ( 0%)

0% ( 0%) Aug 27 14:21 snap1

0% ( 0%)

0% ( 0%) Aug 27 14:20 fas2(0151745371)_vol2.5

Create a FlexClone volume cl_vol2 on the destination system fas2 using the same base Snapshot
copy snap1.
fas2> vol clone create cl_vol2 -b vol2 snap1

3.

Establish a new SnapMirror relationship between the two FlexClone volumes using the SnapMirror
resync command. The SnapMirror resync process establishes the SnapMirror relationship
between the FlexClone volumes using snap1 as the SnapMirror baseline Snapshot copy. The
process also updates the destination FlexClone volume with any changed or new blocks contained
within the source FlexClone volume since the creation of snap1.
fas2> snapmirror resync -S fas1:cl_vol1 cl_vol2

4. Verify the FlexClone SnapMirror relationship with the SnapMirror status command.
fas2 > snapmirror status
Snapmirror is on.
Source

Destination

fas1:cl_vol1

fas2:cl_vol2

fas1:vol1

fas2:vol2

State

Lag

Status

Snapmirrored
Snapmirrored

00:00:18
00:02:41

Idle

Idle

A SnapMirror relationship for a FlexClone volume does not require initialization. After the initial resync,
as outlined in step 3, it is managed in the same manner as any other flexible volume. The FlexClone
volume SnapMirror relationship can be broken, updated, and resynchronized in either direction (failover
and failback) just like a SnapMirror relationship for a flexible volume. The relationship may be imported
into Protection Manager for management.

8.4

SnapVault

Although SnapMirror is typically used for disaster recovery purpose, SnapVault is used for long-term
backup of production data or disaster recovery data. The following table gives a very high level view of
the differences between SnapMirror and SnapVault.
Table 19) SnapVault and SnapMirror comparison.

Feature

Volume
SnapMirror

Qtree SnapMirror

SnapVault

Replication type

Physical

Logical

Logical

Replication network

FC or IP

FC or IP

IP only

Numerous paths for replication

Yes

Yes

No

Data ONTAP version sensitive

Yes

No

No

RPO (How much data can I
afford to lose?)

1 minute1

1 minute2

1 hour
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Failover capability

Yes

Yes

Yes, when combined with
SnapMirror

Snapshot retention for backup
use

No

Possible but tedious

Yes

Snapshot coalescing

N/A

No

Yes

Failback resync

Yes

Yes

No

Deduplication

Destination
inherits
deduplication
savings;
network
savings as well

Destination does not
inherit deduplication
savings

SnapVault and
deduplication are
integrated; destination does
not inherit deduplication
savings

1

Although 1-minute updates are possible, NetApp does not recommended them. Use SnapMirror
Semi-Sync for low RPO (<3 minutes).
2

Although 1-minute updates are possible, NetApp does not recommend them. SnapMirror SemiSync cannot be used on standalone qtrees.
There are two types of SnapVault deployments with SnapMirror.

DR Protection for Long-Term Backup Data
Figure 18) Example of DR protection for backup data.

In the configuration shown in Figure 18, data on various production systems requires long-term backup
protection. SnapVault is used to achieve this requirement. In case of disaster, the long-term backups are
replicated to a DR site by using volume SnapMirror. Because volume SnapMirror copies all Snapshot
copies, all the long-term backups at the SnapVault destination are available at the DR site. The data at
the DR site can be used to restore or access the desired data in the event of partial data loss or an entire
SnapVault system failure at the production site.
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Long-Term Backup of Primary or DR Data
Figure 19) Example of backup protection for DR data.

In the deployment shown in Figure 19, data from various primary production systems is replicated to a
remote DR site. Volume SnapMirror provides identical data at the source and destination, which means
that if 7-day retention is set up at the production site, data is retained for 7 days on the SnapMirror
destination at the DR site as well. If long-term retention (say, 90 days) is required at the DR site,
SnapVault can be used to back up from the SnapMirror destination. Here is an example.
fas1:vol1 (production volume) is being mirrored to fas2:vol2 (DR volume) using volume SnapMirror.
fas2:vol2/qt1 is being backed up to fas3:vol3/qt1 (long-term backup) by SnapVault.
Note:

Note that SnapVault cannot create Snapshot copies on the volume SnapMirror destination
because the destination volume is read-only. However, SnapVault transfers the Snapshot copies
from the volume SnapMirror destination. The type of Snapshot copies that SnapVault transfers
from the volume SnapMirror destination depends on the Data ONTAP version.

Best Practices
For versions Data ONTAP 7.3.1 and earlier. SnapVault cannot transfer a specific Snapshot copy from
the volume SnapMirror destination even when the –s option is used. SnapVault transfers the latest
volume SnapMirror Snapshot copy. In this example, SnapVault transfers the latest volume SnapMirror
Snapshot copy of vol2.
For versions Data ONTAP 7.3.2 and higher. SnapVault is able to back up a specific Snapshot copy
from the volume SnapMirror destination using the –s option. For more information, refer to TR-3487,
“SnapVault Best Practices Guide.”
It is not possible to run SnapVault and SnapMirror simultaneously in the scenario just described. If
SnapVault updates are triggered while volume SnapMirror transfers are in progress, the volume
SnapMirror transfers are aborted. Therefore volume SnapMirror transfers must be suspended in order for
SnapVault updates to occur. To avoid update failures, schedule SnapVault backups when volume
SnapMirror updates are not scheduled to run.

8.5

SnapLock
®

SnapLock volumes are write-once, read-many (WORM) volumes intended for permanent data archiving.
There are two types of SnapLock volumes.
SnapLock Compliance volume: For strict regulatory environments, such as SEC 17a-4 compliant
environments
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SnapLock Enterprise volume: For environments without regulatory restrictions
SnapMirror can be used to mirror SnapLock volumes with the following restrictions:


Data ONTAP 6.4.1 supports only destination volumes or qtrees other than SnapLock. Data ONTAP
6.5 and 7.0 support both SnapLock and other than SnapLock destination volumes or qtrees.



In all Data ONTAP releases, the SnapMirror resync feature cannot be used to reestablish a volume
SnapMirror relationship to a SnapLock Compliance destination volume because this operation would
result in the destruction of WORM data on the destination volume and would make SnapLock
noncompliant with government regulations regarding non-erasability of records. This important
consideration must be kept in mind while planning DR scenarios for SnapLock Compliance volumes.



In the case of a qtree SnapMirror relationship to a SnapLock Compliance destination volume, the
resync ability was available as a setflag prior to Data ONTAP 7.0. The resync option was generally
available starting in Data ONTAP 7.0.



A SnapLock Compliance volume cannot be reinitialized because data on the volume cannot be
changed. If the SnapMirror relationship is broken by using the snapmirror break command, the
SnapLock Compliance destination volume can never be reinitialized. A new empty SnapLock
Compliance destination volume can of course be reinitialized.



There is no such restriction on resync in the case of SnapLock Enterprise volumes because the
administrator is trusted.



For SnapLock Compliance volumes, additional Data ONTAP version restrictions exist for source and
destination systems for volume and qtree SnapMirror operations. Review the release notes and the
product documentation for specific restriction details about the desired release.

Table 20) SnapMirror resync support.

SnapLock
Compliance

SnapLock Enterprise

Qtree SnapMirror resync

Yes

Yes

Volume SnapMirror resync

No

Yes

Replication Restrictions
The following table shows the restrictions for replication between non-SnapLock, SnapLock Enterprise,
and SnapLock Compliance volumes.
Table 21) Replication restrictions between various types of volumes.

SnapMirror Destination
SnapMirror Source

Non-SnapLock
volume

SnapLock
Enterprise
volume

SnapLock Compliance volume

Non-SnapLock volume

Yes

Yes

No

SnapLock Enteprise
volume

Yes

Yes

No

SnapLock Compliance
volume

Yes

Yes

Yes

End-to-End SnapLock Compliance Volume SnapMirror Relationship
In Data ONTAP version 7.0 and later, in order to create an end-to-end SnapLock Compliance volume
SnapMirror relationship, you simply create both the source and destination volumes as SnapLock
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Compliance volumes (by using the -L options) and then initialize the mirror by using snapmirror
initialize, just as you would with regular volumes. No special steps are required.
Prior to Data ONTAP 7.0, to create an end-to-end SnapLock Compliance volume SnapMirror relationship,
the destination volume must initially be a non-SnapLock volume. When initializing the mirror by using the
snapmirror initialize command, the new -L option must be specified. The –L option instructs
SnapMirror to convert the destination volume to a SnapLock Compliance volume at the completion of the
initial level 0 transfer when the mirror relationship is established.
This does not apply to SnapLock Compliance qtree SnapMirror relationships, which are initialized just as
would be done with regular volumes.

Synchronous Replication with SnapLock Compliance Volumes
SnapLock Compliance does not yet support SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync. SnapLock
Enterprise volumes do not have this restriction.

8.6

MultiStore

A storage system’s hardware is made up of CPUs, network cards, power supplies, disk drives, and so on.
®
Using MultiStore software, the resources can be logically partitioned and dynamically assigned. The
result is a virtual storage controller, also referred to as a vFiler controller. MultiStore technology provides
an efficient architecture for consolidating numerous physical storage systems into a smaller number of
systems. From the end user’s perspective, each virtual storage controller appears as a separate physical
storage system with a unique IP address. Security is a key concern when storage is consolidated either
within an organization or by an application service provider. A virtual storage controller provides a
confined environment. The data owned by a virtual storage controller cannot be accessed by any other
virtual storage controllers, even though they are hosted on the same physical storage system. All
requests for data access owned by a virtual storage controller are tagged with its context, making
unauthorized access to data impossible.

Virtual Storage Controller DR
Through integration with SnapMirror, virtual storage controllers can be created and automatically mirrored
to other storage systems over a LAN or WAN for the purposes of data migration and DR. Integrated
mirror relationships can be established to automate the migration of virtual storage controllers to other
storage systems or to create a DR virtual storage controller on a destination storage system, which can
be quickly activated in the event of an outage.
In a DR configuration, the source system remains active, serving data to its clients, and the destination
system remains inactive but ready to be activated in case of a disaster. NetApp recommends having the
disaster recovery site geographically farther from the source to recover from any site-wide disaster. The
activation process must be performed manually.
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Figure 20) Automated disaster recovery with MultiStore and SnapMirror.

Virtual Storage Controller Migration
Migration moves the specified virtual storage controller from the remote storage system to the local
storage system. Migration is initiated on the destination storage system that will host the virtual storage
controller after the migration. Migration across storage systems enables workload management. Migration
automatically destroys the source virtual storage controller and activates the destination, which starts
serving data to its clients automatically. Only the configuration is destroyed on the source, not the data.
The migration process takes more time than activating the DR destination site, because it has to perform
a SnapMirror baseline copy of the data. Migration can also be used to perform hardware maintenance on
the storage systems with minimum downtime. Depending on the amount of data, the baseline copy can
take a long time. However, clients still have access to the source storage system during this copy phase.
When the baseline copy has been completed, an incremental SnapMirror update is performed to make
sure that all the new data since the baseline copy has been transferred to the new system.
The ability to replicate and move virtual storage controllers from one storage system to another provides
the following benefits.


SnapMirror can be used to replicate virtual storage systems to one or more target storage systems,
where the mirrored virtual appliances can be quickly activated within minutes for DR purposes.



Migrating or moving virtual appliances to less busy or more powerful systems allows administrators to
easily load-balance user activity and to relocate data for optimum performance and efficiency.



Data management is simplified because changes to network storage services can be quickly and
transparently redeployed to suit business needs.

For more information, refer to TR-3462, “Storage Virtualization and DR Using MultiStore (vFiler).”

8.7

MetroCluster
™

MetroCluster technology is a cost-effective, integrated, high-availability, and disaster recovery solution
that protects against site failures resulting from human error, HVAC failures, power failures, building fire,
architectural failures, and planned maintenance downtime. MetroCluster provides site protection within a
metropolitan area, and supports replication up to 100 km. In some instances, campus DR might not be
sufficient. In these scenarios, it is feasible to use SnapMirror in conjunction with MetroCluster to extend
the protection over a long distance (see Figure 21).
Note: The SnapMirror replication can be performed only from the controller that has the data/disk ownership.
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Using FlexClone technology, DR testing can be performed at the DR site without interrupting production
operations and SnapMirror replication. When the DR testing has been completed, these clones can be
either split or destroyed. For more information on how MetroCluster and SnapMirror can be used to
achieve extended data protection, refer to TR-3606, “High Availability and Disaster Recovery for VMware
Using NetApp SnapMirror and MetroCluster.”
Figure 21) Campus and regional protection with MetroCluster and SnapMirror.

8.8

FlexShare
®

The FlexShare tool is a Data ONTAP software feature that prioritizes the workload for a storage system.
It prioritizes processing resources for key services when the system is under heavy load. FlexShare
works on NetApp storage systems running Data ONTAP version 7.2 or later. The key features are relative
priority of different volumes, per-volume user versus system priority, and per-volume cache policies. User
operations are any data access operations that use NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, FCP, HTTP, or FTP. Examples of
system operations are SnapMirror, SnapVault, WAFL scanners, SnapRestore, and NDMP.
The per-volume system setting affects all system activities, including SnapMirror operations. FlexShare
treats all SnapMirror operations pertaining to a volume as a group, not as individual entities. For example,
if a volume has many qtree SnapMirror relationships, the group of relationships is prioritized by
FlexShare, not each individual relationship. In other words, FlexShare does not prioritize individual
SnapMirror transfers; all SnapMirror transfers for a volume are prioritized together.
During high system load, storage administrators might want to prioritize user activity compared to system
activity by minimizing SnapMirror operation impact. This can be accomplished by setting the system
priority to be lower. Keep in mind that when the system priority is reduced, the amount of time that
SnapMirror transfers take can increase.
For more information about FlexShare, refer to TR-3459, “FlexShare Design and Implementation Guide.”

8.9

Deduplication for FAS

Deduplication for FAS provides block-level deduplication within the entire flexible volume on NetApp
storage systems. Deduplication only stores unique blocks in the flexible volume and creates a small
amount of metadata in the process. This section discusses some best practices when deduplication i s
used along with SnapMirror.
SnapMirror takes a Snapshot copy before performing an update transfer. Any blocks in the Snapshot
copy are locked and cannot be deduplicated. Therefore, for maximum space savings, NetApp
recommends running the deduplication process (by using the sis start command) before performing a
SnapMirror update.
Volume SnapMirror
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When the source volume is deduplicated, the destination volume automatically attains the deduplication
savings. The deduplication benefits also extend to the bandwidth savings because volume SnapMirror
only transfers unique blocks. The destination volume can only be deduplicated by replication from a
deduplicated source volume; it cannot be deduplicated independently.
For example, a 100GB source volume is deduplicated and now consumes 50GB, achieving 50% storage
savings. Volume SnapMirror replication transfers only 50GB of data, and the destination volume
consumes only 50GB.
Qtree SnapMirror
The source and destination volumes can be deduplicated independently. If the source volume is
deduplicated, a qtree being replicated does not automatically result in space savings on the destination,
and the replication does not result in bandwidth savings due to deduplication on the source. If
deduplication savings are desired on the destination qtree, the deduplication process must be run
independently on the destination volume.
For example, a 100GB source volume with one source qtree of 100GB data is deduplicated and now
consumes 50GB. Qtree SnapMirror replication still sends 100GB of data, and the destination qtree
consumes 100GB of data. If deduplication is then run independently on the destination, its consumption
will be reduced to 50GB.
Volume Sizes
When deduplication is not enabled, the maximum volume size is 16TB as of Data ONTAP 7.3.
Deduplication for FAS further restricts the volume sizes. The maximum volume size depends on the
storage system model and Data ONTAP version. For example, as of Data ONTAP 7.3, the maximum
deduplication volume size is 6TB in a FAS3070 sy stem and 16TB in a FAS6070 system.
Best practice: When volume SnapMirror is used with deduplication, verify that the maximum deduplication
volume size on both source and destination is lower than the two maximum volume sizes. Therefore, in
the above example, determine that a deduplication volume is no larger than 6TB on both SnapMirror
source and destination systems. This best practice helps with enabling SnapMirror to be successfully
resynchronized (by using the snapmirror resync command) in either direction (source to destination
and destination to source in case of failback).

Data ONTAP 7.3 and Volume SnapMirror
A FAS deduplication volume contains associated metadata such as the fingerprint database and change
log files. Before Data ONTAP 7.3, this metadata resided in the deduplicated volume. This resulted in two
disadvantages:
1.

The metadata was replicated each time with the volume SnapMirror update.

2.

Every Snapshot copy contained the metadata and thus minimized the space savings.

To overcome the above-stated disadvantages, starting with Data ONTAP 7.3, the deduplication metadata
has been moved out of the deduplicated volume and into the aggregate. Even though the metadata is not
part of the volume, the destination volume is still in a deduplicated state and the data in the destination
volume can be accessed just as in a regular volume. However, due to the absence of the metadata in the
volume, there are some side effects to keep in mind in the failover and failback scenarios described
below.
Failover
In this scenario the destination (DR) volume is made writable for DR purposes. The following are the
deduplication characteristics for the DR volume.
1.
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2.

Any new data written to the DR volume since the failover enjoys space savings within the new data
itself but does not enjoy additional space savings with the old data. In other words, deduplication
savings are not shared between the new and the old data.

3.

If deduplication savings are desired across the entire volume (new and old data), the deduplication
metadata must be rebuilt by running the deduplication operation on the entire volume (by using the
sis start -s command). The volume is available for read and write operations during the
deduplication operation phase. For information on free space requirements in the aggregate and
completion time for the sis start –s command, refer to TR-3505, “NetApp Deduplication for FAS
Deployment and Implementation Guide.”

Best Practices
If you plan to use the DR volume for production purposes for a short period of time (say <1 month),
deduplication operation is not necessary on the DR volume to establish the metadata. That is because
the amount of new data might not be large and therefore potentially minimize additional space savings.
Some customers choose to run production operations six months at the primary and six months at the
DR site. In these configurations, NetApp recommend running the deduplication operation on the entire
volume (by using the sis start -s command) upon failover to the DR site because the amount of
new data would be significant and could result in considerable space savings. The volume is available
for read and write operations during the deduplication operation phase.
Failback
In this scenario the primary volume is made writable at the production site after a SnapMirror resync
operation. It is also assumed that all the new data written at the DR site since failover is replic ated from
the DR volume to the primary volume. Following are the deduplication characteristics for the primary
volume
1.

The primary volume is already in deduplicated state because it is a volume SnapMirror destination
volume for a deduplicated DR volume.

2.

Any new data written to the primary volume since the failback enjoys space savings with the old data
that exists at the time of failover but not with the data written from the DR volume.

3.

If deduplication savings are desired across the entire volume, the deduplication metadata must be
rebuilt by running the deduplication operation on the entire volume (by using the sis start -s
command). The volume is still available for read and write operations during the deduplication
operation phase.

Best Practices
If the amount of data written at the DR site is not significant, it is not necessary to run the deduplication
operation on the entire volume upon failback to the primary site.
If the amount of data written to the DR site is significant ,such as in the scenario in which primary and
DR sites are used six months at a time, NetApp recommends running the deduplication operation on
the entire volume upon failback to the primary site.
Migration
In this scenario, volume SnapMirror is used to migrate a volume between aggregates within a system or
between two different systems. Upon migration, NetApp recommends running the deduplication operation
on the entire volume to rebuild the deduplication metadata (by using the sis start -s command) for
maximum space savings.
For more information on FAS deduplication and how it works, refer to TR-3505, “NetApp Deduplication for
FAS Deployment and Implementation Guide.”
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9 Tips for Troubleshooting
The following is a brief list of things to remember when SnapMirror issues are encountered.


SnapMirror log files are located in the /etc/log directory. The log files are snapmirror,
snapmirror.0, snapmirror.1, and so forth.



Make sure that the SnapMirror license is installed on both source and destination systems.



Make sure that SnapMirror is enabled by using the snapmirror on command.



If you are using names instead of IP addresses, make sure that the host names can be resolved..



During initialization, the destination volume must be online and in a restricted state.



The storage systems must be given permission in order for SnapMirror to work. Access is given by
using the options snapmirror.access command.



The source volume must be online and writable.



Volume SnapMirror requires the destination system’s Data ONTAP version to be same or higher than
that of the source system.



The destination volume must be the same as or larger than the source volume for volume
SnapMirror.



The snap delta command can be used to calculate the changed data rate or amount without
transferring the data.



Throttling can be used to limit the network bandwidth being used by SnapMirror.



SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync cannot be used to replicate qtrees.



SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync require an additional free license (snapmirror_sync).



SnapMirror Sync and SnapMirror Semi-Sync cannot be used to replicate within the same system or
between systems within the same HA configuration.



Performance data can be viewed by observing systat, statit and perfstat.

10 Appendix
10.1 Failover and Failback with SnapMirror
This appendix outlines the high-level steps required to perform planned and unplanned failover to the DR
site. The steps also include a planned failback to the original production site. The steps assume that
SnapMirror Async is being used for failover and failback. For the following scenarios, fas1 is the primary
storage system and vol1 is the primary volume; fas2 is the DR storage system and vol2 is the DR volume.

10.2 Planned Failover (No Disaster)
Failover
This scenario assumes that there are ongoing SnapMirror updates bet ween the production site and the
DR site.
This is how the SnapMirror configuration file would look on fas2 (asynchronous volume SnapMirror
updates every 30 minutes):
fas1:vol1 fas2:vol2 – 0,30 * * *
1.

Shut down all applications at the production site.

2.

Perform a final SnapMirror update to transfer all the changes to the DR site. Make the DR volumes
writable by breaking the SnapMirror relationships.
a.
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b.

On fas2: snapmirror break vol2

3.

Bring up the applications at the DR site. This assumes that all DNS changes, NFS and CIFS exports,
and LUN mapping are completed.

4.

Failover is now complete.

Replicate to the Primary Site
1.

Because this is a planned failover, it is assumed that the data at the production site is intact at the
time of failover.

2.

Now that there is new data at the DR site, this data needs to be replicated back to the production site
to prevent data loss in case of a disaster at the DR site. This is achieved by using the snapmirror
resync command. This is always done at the desired destination site; in this step, the production
site. The resynchronization step sends only the changes since the last common Snapshot copy
between the production and the DR sites.
a.

3.

On fas1: snapmirror resync –S fas2:vol2 fas1:vol1

Set up the primary site (now standby) for replication. The SnapMirror configuration file can be edited
to add replication entries to perform this. After the configuration file is set up for asynchronous
replication, SnapMirror performs asynchronous updates from the DR site to the primary site per the
schedule specified in the configuration file. The SnapMirror configuration file on fas1 looks like this:
a.

fas2:vol2 fas1:vol1 – 0,30 * * *

Failback to the Primary Site
1.

Shut down all applications at the DR site.

2.

Perform a final SnapMirror update to transfer all the changes to the primary site. Make the primary
volumes writable by breaking the SnapMirror relationship. This is always done at the destination; in
this step, at the primary site.
a.

On fas1: snapmirror update –w vol1

b.

On fas1: snapmirror break vol1

3.

Bring up the applications at the primary site. This assumes that all DNS changes, NFS and CIFS
exports, and LUN mapping are completed.

4.

Failback is now complete.

Replicate to the DR Site
5.

Now that the primary site is active, there is new data at this site that needs to be replicated to the DR
site.

6.

This is achieved by using the snapmirror resync command. This is always done at the desired
destination site; in this step, the DR site. The resynchronization step sends only the changes since
the last common Snapshot copy between the primary and DR sites.
a.

7.

On fas2: snapmirror resync –S fas1:vol1 fas2:vol2

Set up the DR site (now standby) for replication by restoring the original SnapMirror configuration file.
After the original configuration file is in place, the DR site (standby site) receives asynchronous
updates from the DR site as per the specified schedule in the configuration file. The SnapMirror
configuration file on fas2 looks like this:
a.

fas1:vol1 fas2:vol2 - 0,30 * * *

10.3 Failover in the Event of a Real Disaster
This scenario assumes that the production site is lost and is not accessible.
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Failover
1.

Because the primary site is inaccessible, applications cannot be shut down. Therefore, make the DR
volumes writable by breaking the SnapMirror relationships.
a.

On fas2: snapmirror break vol2

2.

Bring up the applications at the DR site. This assumes that all DNS changes, NFS and CIFS exports,
and LUN mapping are completed.

3.

Failover is now complete.

Replicate to the Primary Site
1.

After the primary site is accessible, the first step is to determine whether the data is intact or lost.

2.

If there is complete loss of data, the production site needs to be reinitialized (by using snapmirror
initialize) from the DR site. The reinitialization is always performed at the destination site; in this
case, the primary site. If there is no loss of data, only the changes can be transferred to the
production site. This is achieved by using the snapmirror resync command. This is always done
at the desired destination site; in this step, the primary site. The resynchronization step sends only
the changes since the last common Snapshot copy between the production and the DR sites.

3.

a.

Data loss case. On fas1: snapmirror initialize –S fas2:vol2 fas1:vol1

b.

Data intact case. On fas1: snapmirror resync –S fas2:vol2 fas1:vol1

Set up the primary site (now standby) for replication. The SnapMirror configuration file can be edited
to add replication entries to perform this. After the configuration file is set up for asynchronous
replication, SnapMirror performs asynchronous updates from the DR site to the primary site per the
schedule specified in the configuration file. The SnapMirror configuration file on fas1 looks like this:
c.

fas2:vol2 fas1:vol1 – 0,30 * * *

Failback to the Primary Site
1.

Shut down all applications at the DR site.

2.

Perform a final SnapMirror update to transfer all the changes to the production site. Make the
production volumes writable by breaking the SnapMirror relationship. This is always done at the
destination; in this step, at the production site.
a.

On fas1: snapmirror update –w vol1

b.

On fas1: snapmirror break vol1

3.

Bring up the applications at the primary site. This assumes that all DNS changes, NFS and CIFS
exports, and LUN mapping are completed.

4.

Failback is now complete.

Replicate to the DR Site
1.

Now that the production site is active, there is new data at this site that needs to be replicated to the
DR site.

2.

This is achieved by using the snapmirror resync command. This is always done at the desired
destination site; in this step, the DR site. The resynchronization step sends only the changes since
the last common Snapshot copy between the production and the DR sites.
a.

3.

Set up the DR site (now standby) for replication by restoring the original SnapMirror configuration file.
After the original configuration file is in place, the DR site (standby site) receives asynchronous
updates from the DR site as per the specified schedule in the configuration file. The SnapMirror
configuration file on fas2 looks like this:
a.
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Housekeeping
After the failback is completed, old SnapMirror relationships can be deleted by using the snapmirror
release command. This command removes the relationships going from the DR storage system (fas2)
to the production storage system (fas1). The release command is always run on the SnapMirror source
system.

10.4 SnapLock and Qtree SnapMirror Resync
This section presents a couple of disaster recovery scenarios that require SnapMirror resync. Depending
on the scenario, the appropriate storage system is chosen as the source system for the resync operation.
Production failure: In this scenario, the production system (nodeA) failed and the users are failed over to
the DR site.
DR system (nodeB) is failed over for operations by breaking the SnapMirror relationship.


Users are now actively writing to the DR node (nodeB).



When the production site is back up, the data that has been written to the DR node during the outage
needs to be transferred back to the production site. This requires the storage administrator to perform
a snapmirror resync operation at the production site (nodeA).



This resync operation transfers all the data that has been changed since the last qtree SnapMirror
transfer from the production site to the DR site.



When the data transfer has been completed, the SnapMirror relationship is broken to make the
production site writable. The administrator can now redirect all users to the production site (nodeA),
because it now has all the changes written at the DR site.



There is one last step that needs to be performed to place the SnapMirror relationship back to its
original state. To start replicating data from the production site (nodeA) to the DR site (nodeB),
snapmirror resync needs to be performed at the DR site (nodeB). This brings any new changes
written to the production site after the failback operation. From now on, SnapMirror updates can be
performed at desired intervals to continue to protect the data at the production site.

DR testing: In this scenario, there is no failure at the production site; the administrator simply wants to
perform DR testing. This scenario assumes that users are actively accessing the production site (nodeA)
while the DR testing is being done at the DR site (nodeB).


NodeA is a production system and nodeB is the DR system. There is a qtree SnapMirror relationship
for a given qtree from nodeA to nodeB.



The user breaks the qtree SnapMirror relationship to make the qtree on nodeB writable for testing.



The user modifies data in the qtree on nodeB.



The user has now completed testing and wants to reestablish the qtree SnapMirror relationship to the
original state; that is, start replication from the production site to the DR site. Therefore the user
issues a snapmirror resync on the DR node (nodeB).



The resync command overwrites any new data that was written on the DR system (nodeB). For
SnapLock Compliance volumes, files can never be deleted before their expiration date; therefore the
resync operation saves all the changes made by the user to the qtree since the last successful qtree
SnapMirror transfer.



The dump image is stored on the WORM volume where the qtree exists on the DR node (nodeB) in
/etc/logs/snapmirror_resync_archive/volname_UUID_qtree.

Example: /etc/log/snapmirror_resync_archive/slcsec_1374c60e-44ba-11d9-99910050560669_e7_qd
To later extract the data from the dump file, perform the following steps .
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1.

Using a UNIX or Windows client, create a directory called temp on the SnapLock volume, or create a
new directory called temp and copy the dump file into this directory, giving the file the new name
dump file. Although this is not necessary, it makes running the restore command much easier,
because the leading path information from the dump file’s original location is long.

2.

To view files contained in the dump file, run the following command:
restore –tf /vol/<volume_name>/temp/dumpfile

3.

To restore files contained in the dump file to their original location, run the following command:
restore –rfQ /vol/<volume_name>/temp/dumpfile

4.

To restore files contained in the dump file to a different location, such as the temp directory where the
dump file resides, run the following command:
restore –rfQD /vol/<volume_name>/temp/dumpfile /vol/<volume_name>/temp

Extracted files are in their original SnapLock state, regardless of the approach used.
5.

If it is desirable to migrate the dump file to a different appliance, use two UNIX or Windows clients to
transfer the file with a utility such as ftp.

10.5 Making the SnapVault Destination Writable
Perform the following steps to convert an Open Systems SnapVault or SnapVault secondary backup
destination to a usable/writable destination (typically for DR situations). All the commands are done on
the SnapVault secondary (destination) system.
1.

Secondary: Turn SnapMirror and SnapVault off.

2.

Secondary: Switch to privileged mode (priv set diag).

3.

Secondary: Convert SnapVault qtree to SnapMirror qtree (snapmirror convert
<sec_qtree_path>).

4.

Secondary: Turn SnapMirror on.

5.

Secondary: Quiesce the qtree.

6.

Secondary: Break the mirror, making it writable.

7.

Secondary: Turn SnapVault on

10.6 Migrating SnapVault by Using SnapMirror
To migrate a volume that contains SnapVault destination qtrees from one secondary system to another
secondary system without having to perform another baseline transfer, complete the following steps .
1.

Identify the SnapVault baselines of the qtrees or directories that need migration.
Example: In this procedure, assume that a baseline of the bno:C:\500MB directory was backed up
to r200-old:/vol/old_vol/bno_C_500MB.

2.

Using SnapMirror, replicate the volume from the present secondary system to a volume on the new
secondary system. For details about creating SnapMirror relationships, see the SnapMirror chapter in
the “Data Protection Online Backup and Recovery Guide” on NOW.
Example: To replicate the old_vol volume from the r200-old secondary system to the new_vol
volume on the r200-new secondary system, complete the following steps on the new secondary
system (r200-new):
a.Create the new_vol volume.
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b.

Restrict the new volume (new_vol).

c.

Transfer the old_vol volume to the new_vol volume by using SnapMirror initialization:
snapmirror initialize -S r200-old:old_vol new_vol.
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Note:
3.

This is a SnapMirror replication of a volume, not a qtree.

Quiesce and break the SnapMirror relationship between the old secondary system and the new
secondary system.
Example: To quiesce and break the SnapMirror relationship between r200-old and r200-new,
complete the following steps on r200-new:

4.

a.

snapmirror quiesce new_vol

b.

snapmirror break new_vol

Check the SnapMirror status and the SnapVault status on the new secondary. The SnapMirror state
should show as Broken-off. The SnapVault state should show as Snapvaulted.
Example: Perform the following steps from r200-new:

5.

c.

snapmirror status
Source
Destination
State
r200-old:old_vol r200-new:new_vol Broken-off

d.

snapvault status
Source Destination State
bno:C:\500MB r200-new:/vol/new_vol/bno_C_500MB Snapvaulted

Confirm that SnapVault configuration information is not present on the new secondary system by
using the snapvault status -c command.
Example: Perform the following step from r200-new:
snapvault status –c
Snapvault secondary is ON.

6.

Add SnapVault configuration information to the registry on the new secondary system by using the
snapvault start command. This does not start a new baseline; it updates the registry.
Example: Perform the following step from r200-new
snapvault start -S bno:C:\500MB r200-new:/vol/new_vol/bno_C_500MB
Snapvault configuration for the qtree has been set.
Qtree /vol/new_vol/bno_C_500MB is already a replica.

7.

Confirm that SnapVault configuration information is present on the new secondary system by using
the snapvault status -c command.
Example: Perform the following step from r200-new:
snapvault status –c
Snapvault secondary is ON.
/vol/new_vol/bno_C_500MB source=bno:C:\500MB

8.

Test the new SnapVault relationship by manually updating r200-new.
Example: Perform the following step from r200-new:
snapvault update r200-new:/vol/new_vol/bno_C_500MB
Transfer started.
Monitor progress with ‘snapvault status’ or the snapmirror log.

9.
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Recreate any schedules used on the old secondary system to the new secondary system and verify
that access permissions are in place.
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Refer to the Interoperability Matrix Tool (IMT) on the NetApp Support site to validate that the exact product
and feature versions described in this document are supported for your specific environment. The NetApp
IMT defines the product components and versions that can be used to construct configurations that are
supported by NetApp. Specific results depend on each customer's installation in accordance with published
specifications.
NetApp provides no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, reliability, or serviceability of any
information or recommendations provided in this publication, or w ith respect to any results that may be
obtained by the use of the information or observance of any recommendations provided her ein. The
information in this document is distributed AS IS, and the use of this information or the implementation of
any recommendations or techniques herein is a customer’s responsibility and depends on the customer’s
ability to evaluate and integrate them into the customer’s operational environment. This document and
the information contained herein may be used solely in connection w ith the NetApp products discussed
in this document.
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